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Local restaurants go smoke free for a day to raise
awareness on secondhand smoke.
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Diamond Dukes win on walk-off home run Saturday.

Long distance relationships test couples' communication
tactics during college.
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Culligan wins SGA president
Student voting
up 16 percent
from last year

SGA Election Results

BY GEARY COX

contributing writer

President

The Student Government
Association wrapped up major
elections last Thursday night and
is making preparations to hold
class council elections this
Thursday,
April I.
The
major elections had
the highest
turnout ever in school history,
said junior Brendan Travis, cocommissioner to the SGA elections \«>
-.-mm Slu liriiis ui«
3,020 votes, representing 21.6
percent of the student body,
Travis said. The turnout constitutes a 16.7 percent increase
from last year.
The results were available
soon after online polls closed an
hour later than scheduled in
response to technical difficulties
that temporarily closed the
online voting pmcess.
As student body president,
Kate Tom Culligan hopes to
"proactivelv seek out support
from other student organization* and students outside of the
SGA on key projects. I'm giong
to work to be as visible and
available as possible to students
as well as seeking out their support on a regular basis."
Junior John Alexander
Golden won the position of vice
•' pmndmt of academic affairs with
tWTpercent of the votes cast.

John Alexander Golden (

AlscongabrielleWilkins 31 9

Junior MV.i t-r.irw.t--h l. niprung unctmti-.int ■

vice president of student affairs,
won with 96.7 percent.
Sopnomore Gina Maurone.
KEVAN MAnVKJUinunftMKfanul

see SGA. page 5

Former worker speaks on J. Crew lawsuit
Sweatshop conditions in United States prove unsuitable for employee health, equality

AMY PATERSON/iffUt>rp*M)fnai**r
CM* Abad, a former garment worker In the Philippine*, *pok* to »tudent* about the unfair labor condition* In U.S. (weatshop*.

Showing the harsh conditions «ome employees
were forced to work in, a
speaker discussed the prevelance of sweatshops.
In a lecture entitled
"Sweatshops, Immigrant
Rights, and the Global
Economy," a former garment worker from the
Philippines, Chie Abad,
spoke about the injustices
she suffered while working
for the Sako Corporation
located on the South Pacific
island of Saipan. The Sako
Corporation makes clothes
for corporations including
Gap and Levi Straus*.

Three profs win award
piece of written work.
In their applications,
prospective
recipients
propose a topic that they
Leidholdt, from the school intend to research and
nt media arts and design, then explain how they
and Howard Lubert, from aim to spend the prin
the political science depart- money. The reward value
ment. Dolores Flamiano, was $4,000 this year,
from SMAD, unable to although last year the
prize money was lea*.
attend, also won last year.
leidholdt said scholars
According to Rich.ird
Whitman, dean of the always are applying for
College of Arts and grants and fellowships to
Letters, the award has supply the resources that
been presented for the last allow them to conduct
10 years to outstanding expensive primary research.
After announcing the
faculty members engaged
in the humanities. The goal 2004 recipients, the remainder
of the oeremony feaof the award is to encourage research by providing tured presentations given by
faculty members with the last year's award winners.
J.inik's research took
means ID travel to conduct
their research. Award her to Berlin, Germany,
recipients
then
are
see AWARD, page 5
expected to produce a

Recipients of humanist award
to use money for travel research
BY DREW LEPP

contributing writer

The annual Edna T.
Shaeffer Humanist Awards
were announced and
awarded to three JMU faculty members Thursday.
This
year's
Haw
Humanist Award recipients were John Ott and
Sarah Warren, both In'"'
the art history department,
and Shah Hanifi, horn the
history department. All the
recipients were new to
JMU this year.
Also in attendance were
winners of last year's
awards: Elizabeth Janik,
from the history department,
Alexander
S.

Hick: 5fl
Low: 40

Coach
to be
hired
soon ?
senior writer
And then there wefe
three.
Athletic Director Jeff Bourne
said Sunday night that JMU
had narrowed its list of four
men's basketball coach candidates down to three *l
Friday and hopes to hire a
coach this week.
Entering the weekend, JMU
had narrowed its final list of
roadllng candidates 10 <•'■"
coaches — Ron Bradley, Matt
Doherty. Larry Hunter and
Dean Keener.
Bourne declined to say which
three candidates made the cut
before meeting with JMU
rmklanl Linwood Rose today.
"1 don't want anyone to
determine that ahead of
time," he said.
"We feel like we've selected the best candidates that
are an ideal fit for this insii
tution and this coaching
position," Bourne added.
Although no offers have
been made. Bourne said he still
wants to hire a coach by the end
of the week.
"It's going to really depend
because we're going to meet
with [Rose] hopefully Monday
and from there, decide where
we go in terms of the appro"1*
we bike," he said. "I'm hop|ng

Vice President of
Academic Affair

contributing writer

Partly cloudy

BY DREW WILSON

bin Cullignn 5 i
Wcsli Spencei 32 l
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BY AMANDA JONES

Today:

>

Abad explained that the
Philippines is a US. territory, similar in status to
Puerto Rico.
"Even (students] are
being fooled," Abad said.
"The label on your clothes
says 'Made in the USA,'
which makes you think
there are livable working
conditions — no."
In 1999, Abad helped
bring a $1 billion lawsuit
against 26 clothing retailers, including Abercrombie
4c Fitch, Nordstrom, J.
Crew and J.C. Penney1* for
not adhering to federal
laws involving workplace
standards.
"We scored a major victory," Abad said. "Twenty

million dollars will go back
to past and present workers.
The laws that the [United
States] has have extended to
Saipan — health care, codes
of conduct, et cetera."
Abad said she and her
co-workers worked more
than 14 hours a day, seven
days a week before the lawsuit victory. The factory
required a certain number
of products to be produced
per hour by each worker
and did not pay overtime.
"[The factory] had poor
ventilation," Abad said.
"We drank rainwater, and
there were no safety gadgets. People would sew their
see LABOR, page 5

.,.,■*. wc ve made a deciaicwl
«uui it will be announced."
If a decision will be made
this week, it is possible the candidate that didn't make the final
list is Keener, an assistant at
Georgia Tech. The Yellow
Jackets won Sunday, advancing
to the Final Four, which begins
Saturday in San Antonio, Texas.
Therefore, Keener likely would
be unavailable to accept the job
until after the Final Four.
Doherty is thought to be the
front-runner for the job.
However, he has interviewed
for the head coaching job at St.
John's University and is thought
to be a leading candidate for that
position as well.
Doherty coached at the
University of North Carolina
three years before resigning last
year. He led UNC to a 53-43
record, but failed to reach the
NCAA Tournament twice.
Hunter is in his second season as the assistant coach at
North
Carolina
State
University., while Bradley was
an assistant coach at Clemson
University this season.
University of Arkansas assi*tant Ronny Thompson withdrew his name from consideration last week to consider other
coaching opportunities.

Food Fight raises $2,962 for charity
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BY MARY KATE DONOHUE

conlibuting writer
Students came together last
Tuesday and Wednesday to collect canned goods and raise
money for the Blue Ridge Area
Food Bank and Mercy Corps.
The JMU-Harrisonburg Food
Fight raised $2,962.01 and collected
200 pounds of canned gcxxls to
donate to food charities.
All proceeds went to the Blue
Ridge Area Food Bank, a local
agency serving the residents of the
Blue Ridge Area, and Mercy Corps,
an international agency feeding the
hungry worldwide.
For every $1 given, the Blue
Ridge Area Food Bank translates
into $17 worth of food and supplies i(H local famine* Marc;
Corps, for every $1 given, gives
local families $12.75 worth of food
and supplies, junior Josh Tarr said.

m—►«

A total of $44,059.75 will be
donated to the hungry in the local
area and around the world.
This event was sponsored by
Psychology Peer Advising, JMU
Dining Services and the University
Program Board.
"The (JMU-Harrisonburg) Food
Fight project hopes to achieve a
raised awareness about the basic
needs of others in our own community and around the world, and that
all of us have the ability to make a
positive change in the fight on
world hunger," said Anne Hardey,
peer advising coordinator.
Tables were located at various
locations across campus where students could give donations, including Warren Hall, the commons, the
Festival and University Recreation.
Other forms of contributions included purchasing a "Food Fight" cup
see FOOD, page 5
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Week from March 2v to April 3 I or Information on the
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House editorial
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Acadi'iiik VK bring aad C.mvr IVs .'lopmi-nl is having a
CanMI l.nr in !ht> ColMgjt Center Grand Ballmom from noon
to 5 p.m. Many organisations will be available to share information on lull 111in- jobs, internships, volunteer opportunities
and career information For more information contact AACD
at X8-6555.

Tuesday, March 30

LEISURE
Crossword

8

Horoscopes

On-Campus Interviewing will have a workshop on civilian
lobs in the Department of Defense in Sonner Hall room from
6:30 to 8 p.m. Fllen Tunstall, a director in the DOD at the
IVnt.igon ami Principal Deputy to the Deputy Under
Svrvt.irv of I ViVrw tor Civilian Personnel Policy, will be the
presenter. For more information contact Loretta Ennis at x83457.

8

FOCUS
Dine In/Smoke Out

9

STYLE

Take Back the Night is an annual evening dedicated to ending violence against women and men. The night is an opportunity for survivors and friends of survivors to speak out
about their experiences. This event will be on the common-(rain location in Grafton-Stovall Theatre) at 5 p.m. and will
include speakers, musical performances, a speakout, candle
lighting and a march.
JMU's chapter of Amnesty lntirn.ition.il will meet in Taylor
Hall, room 400, at 7 p.m. For more information e-mail Nadine
Wu at wunf.

police log reporter
A JMU student reported a darkhaired male watching her while
she showered in Chappelear Hall
March 20 between 3 and 4 p.m.
In other matters, campus police
report the following:
Property Damage
A JMU employee reported that an
unknown susped(s) damaged a

Wednesday, March 31

guide wire on a loom and tore

There will be a Spanish Club meeting in Kee/ell Hall, room
307, at 7 p.m. For more information e-mail the Spanish Club
at 1muspanishctubfSh0tmaii.com.

some cloth in Duke Hall March
23.
A JMU student reported damage
to the right side of the rear
bumper on a car in R1 Lot March
25 between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Destruction of Property

Tech talk
Sex in the suburbs

11
11

Contemporary Dance Ensemble

11

Noteworthy: Incubus

12

between March 19 at 5 p.m. and

Noteworthy: Pulley

12

March 22 at 8 a.m.

A JMU employee reported that an
unknown suspect(s) spray painted

Submitting events to the

an outside wall of Carrier Library

SPORTS

FUN FACT

The Hot Corner: Off-season moves
make for exciting season
13
JMU takes down UNC-W

CORRECTIONS

13

of the Day

Petty Larceny
A JMU employee reported the
theft ol a stock plastic tub that

Nabisco uses

was six feet in diameter and three
feet deep from the football prac-

whose name was mispelied. and who is the managing
editor ol The Buestone incorrectly identified as section

not in consecutive years. For the 02-03 yearbook, senior

Tuesday

Thursday

Showers

Few Showers

51/38

54/32

Wednesday

Friday

Showers

Few Showers

5535

57/36

Gina Indellicate was a Classes Photographer, not a
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Candle's Spa

Number of parking tickets issued
between Aug. 25 and March 25:

24,256

ADVERTISING STAFF
Ada Manager
Lauren |0J|SjB)
Assistant Ada
Manager
MattLaatner
Ad Executives.
KnstenEgan
Steve Doherty

Classifieds
Manager
Bnana Mills
Ad Designers:
Bevarty Kitchens
Use Marietta
JoanMaaaaro
Jamea Haearaia
Jess Woodward

Bbabati Hamnsr

CLASSIFIEDS
■ How to place a classified Come to
The Breeze office weekdays between
8 am. and 5 p.m.
■ Cost: $3 00 for the first 10 words, $2
lor each additional 10 words: boxed
classified. $10 per column men
■ Deadlines: noon Friday tor Monday
issue, noon Tuesday tor Thursday issue
■ Classifieds must be paid m advance
m The Breeze office

Jonathan Reels

•

During a time of limited rights for women, Mary Baker Eddy (bom 1821) founded
the Christian Science Church in 1879 which has branches in 79 countries today.
She was a spiritual leader and healer, a thinker, writer, publisher, speaker.
In 1908, at age 87, she founded The Christian Science Monitor, an international
daily paper, winner of 7 Pulitzer prizes (to date). Her book Science and
Health with Key to (ne Scriptures presents spiritual ideas and practical solutions
Found on line at www.spiritualrty.oom.
For news of women's accomplishments today visit www.csmonitor com/women

ProfeuionaJ
HAiaSTYLING -TANNING • NAILS • DAY SPA i. MASSAGE

$7.00
Tanning Visit

$25.00

MISSION
Th9 Bnen. the
stuoant-run newspaper
of James Mejeon
University serves student end faculty readership by reporting
newt involving the
campus end iocai
community The
Breeze strives to be
impartial and fair in its
reporting and firmly
believes m its First
Amendment rights.

MARCH IS WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH
WHAT CAN ONE WOMAN DO
TO CHANGE THE WORLD?

Celebrating I 7 reorj
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charges since Aug. 25: 69

THE LOOK
CALL
433-3322

Massage

Number of drunk in public

chocolate a year to

COOKIES.

DOWJONES
+1.60

Perm

R1 Lot March 24 between 6:15
a.m. and 3 p.m.

make Chips Ahoy!
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Haircuts

theft of a parking hangtag from

Classes Section Producer.

MARKET WATCH
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A JMU employee reported the

pounds of

third time the Gold Crown was won by The Huestone, but

Today
Partly Cloudy
High 58 Low 40
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editor The subheaoline was also wrong: This award is the

WEATHER

tice field between Nov. 1 and

MORE than

■ In the March 25 issue of The Breeze Karl Deputy,

Highlights $30.00

$1.00

(minimum p-rthlte 110 00)

Color $30.00

$25.00
Rewrvoir Street acrou from Costco.

Must preterit coupon.

SUMMER CAMP JOBS
Looklae for the best summer of your life''
Lamp faster Seals in Virginia has job
openings for camp counselors and program

JAMES UCHONE
antique

jewelry

leaders (aquatics, horseback riding, music.
nature, sports aad more).
Work with
children and adults with disabilities at one of
our beautiful camping facilities
Staff
members come from across Ihe LS and
arouad ihe world. Room, board and salary
provided
For information contact Lauren
Lighltoot
at
(X04)
633-9153
or
IIIJ:IIIII»>M<I vi easier-seals nip
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Congratulations to Holly Johnson,
Winner el the first $100.00!"
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Where jMll buys Us engagement rings"

rape.
just because
she was afraid to
kick scream bite
fight cry scratch
doesn't mean
she wasn't

•wafer"-**---'
Mouse Pads
Vehicle M.iqnets
Banners
Photo Tees

(Off of Neff Ave.)

Teams '

Schools

Corporate
Reunions

Sororities

Clubs

raped.

Fraternities
Citizens Against Sexual Assault
24-Hr Hotline (540) 434-2272
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Dispelling myths

"In Africa, AIDS is a death sentence."

NEWS

New words are added to American
vocabulary due to Sept. 11, 2001.
SateyMn
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WAYNE TEEL

integrated science and technology professor

Students search for employment at fair
Students present
research at forum
Eight undergraduate students presented their research
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
at the JML's inaugural Art +
History Forum.
This forum is "designed
to promote interdisciplinary
study and student research to
encourage faculty and student collaboration on
research projects," according
hi I March 24 press release
from media relations.
I lien Wiley Todd. George
Mason University American
art professor, was the
keynote speaker, and spoke
on "Women, Labor and the
Shirtwaist Before the 1911
Triangle Iin- "
The students who spoke
were selected among other
students who wrote research
papers in fall 2003.
The symposium was
sponsored by JMU's school
of art and art history, as well
as by the school of history.

Music fraternity seeks
volunteers for festival
Kappa Kappa Psi music
fraternity is looking for volunteers to assist during its
four bell choir workshops at
the Very Special Arts h-.hv.il
The festival is April 1 with
30-minute workshops from
10:15 to 11:30a.m. and April 2
from 10-30 to 11:30 a.m.
Students who can read
music, play guitar or share
other musical talents are
needed to fill in the sound
as the kids are learning out
to 'chime,'" according to a
press release from Kappa
Kappa Psi.
This festival is an event
that Kappa Kappa Psi helps
sponsor to "eneOUrlM interreturn

iH-tWetn

Local companies
offer job positions
BY TONI DUNCAN

news editor
Aiding students in their search for a
job that suits their talents and interests,
the second annual Student Employment
Fair was held Thursday in the College
Center Grand Ballroom.
Thirty-seven different organizations and companies were represented
at the fair — an increase from the 15
groups last year, according to Denise
Meadows, job location and development coordinator for the Student
Work Experience Center.
Organizations that attended
included Kohl's, Mary Kay Cosmetics,
Manpower. Blue Ktdge Premium Beef
and the JMU Bookstore.
This year, a more equal distribution of on-campus and off-campus
employers were present. Last year,
the fair featured more on-campus
jobs, but students requested more offcampus options tor this year s t.nr.
Meadows said.
"We used the student evaluations
(of the event] from last year to
improve on this year's employment
fair," Meadows said.
Many students and companies liked
the convenience of the employment fair.
"We like to hire students," said
Aaron Smith-Walter, lead night driver for the Harrisonburg Department
of Public Transportation.
The fair was the quickest and easiest
way to reach so many students at once,
he said. 'There's been a wonderful flow
of students," Smith-Walter said.
Elaine Buthe of the athletic department equipment room said she was
looking for student managers.

MINDI Wt;STH<>H'o-im/wiwiKpb>r,'v<,ipl»i

Students at the sacond annual Studant Employment Fair look for jobs offered by local companies and JMU.

"We've had a fair amount of
interest," Buthe said.
Students also liked having all
the job opportunities located in one
place. "This was very well organized," freshman Amanda Simpsort
said. "1 was able to meet a lot of
different companies."
This event took a great deal of
planning, according to Meadows.
The Student Work Experience Center
contacted all on-campus job coordi-

B.

ilnl.trin

Companies donate
books to local schools

WASHINGTON
D.C
(KnlgU RMer Tribune).— The
US. Army is taking steps to
ensure that soldiers in Iraq
and Kuwait have access to
psychologists and other mental health professionals after a
spike in suicides last summer
The Army already has
appointed a consultant to
oversee mental health issues
tor soldiers in the region, ottl
■ lak said Thursday. Further
steps include making sure
that soldiers receive tre.it
ment ne.irer to their units
and improving the soldiers
psychological care once they
are evacuated from the- com
bat /one for such can*.
"War is an environment
that is inherently stressful for
our soldiers," said Col. Virgil
Patterson IB, chief of the mental
health advisory team that visited Iraq last summer and fall
At least 23 soldiers in Iraq
and Kuwait killed them
selves last year, nearly a
quarter of the Army's
reported 76 cases of suicide.

PATRICIA BRYAN

. •"in i/'ii/rritj t\rtter

t™..=M

Army plans to improve
in mental health care

in consideration for next year's
employment fair.
Students, who did not attend the (.instill can use the employment center to
find jobs. Visit www.jmueduktucmpUni
for a listing of on-campus jobs.
Those who wish to work off campus can work with Meadows. To
receive access to an online database
of these jobs, students can attend an
informational session held by
Student Employment Services.

OrangeBand looks at AIDS in Africa

with disabilities and college
volunteers," according to
the press release.

HARRISONBURC
—
Virginia Public Television and
the Green Valley Book Fair are
holding a
"Kudos
to
Kindergartners" literacy project. They are "providing 115
public elementary schools"
with books, according to a
March 25 news release.
The literacy project is to
help promote literacy, as
well as increase children's
desire to read, according to
the release.
Schools that would like to
participate in this program
should contact Cindy Atkins
at WVPT at 437-2430 or email catkins@wvpt.net.

nators and many places throughout
Harrisonburg that often hire )MU
students, inviting them to the fair.
"I got an e-mail from Denise
Meadows |about the fair), and this
fair seemed like a great way to
meet a lot of students," said Andy
Carrier, task force coordinator for
PR Donnelley printing company.
At the end of the fair, students
were asked to fill out an evaluation
form. The suggestions will be taken

NATHAN CHIANTU LA* euntxmnt phMigraphri

Professor David Dakake from Temple University discussed
how the true meanings of Islamic words have been abused.

Islamic words take
on another meaning
BY DAVID ALLEN

contributing writer
In the lingering effects of
Sept 11, 2001, new Islamic
words such as "jihad" have been
grafted into the American
vix-abulary, according to one of
the Islam week speakers
As David Dakake, professor of religious studies at
Temple University, explained
IhurscLiv that many of those
Islamic words' true meanings
have been abused not only by
Americans, but also by the
Islamic "fundamentalists."
"We live in a very dangerous time," freshman Carolyn
Stewart said. "By learning
more about Islam, we're building a foundation for growth
between our cultures instead
allowing the next (Sept 11]"
As a part of the "Illuminating
Islam" week of forums Dakake
expjejnad how Sept. 11 has
warped the true meaning of the
Koran's teachings
His lecture, ")ihad: Ideals
.in,l Ke.ilities," focused on
the American misconception
ol tin- word jihad, a holy
war, as well as the word's
misuse by Islamic clerics by
calling for the massacre of
infidels, popularly translated as Westerners.
To better illustrate his
findings to what Dakake
called a "Western audience," he compared the
Melting* Of the Koran with

that of the Bible.
Dakake said that each
verse in the Koran descends
from actual events in Islamic
history, and many of the modern translations do not
always capture the true context of the historical situation.
Words such as jihad are
abused and misunderstood
by others.
Many times, Dakake
returned to the "precision in
God's choice of words and stated that the "precision of the
language is very important '

With nntre Africans being
tested for HIV and AIDS every
year, the problem is a growing
epidemic, according to an
"AIDS in Africa" lecture.
As part of the OrangeBand
Initiative's semiannual educational forums, Wayne Teel, pn>tessor of Integrated Science and
Technokigy, led a discussion tm
the problem of AIDS in Africa.
Once students tarn11ian/ed
themselves with the geography of the African continent,
Teel presented some statistics
tm the number ol AIDS cases
in different parts of the world
Sub-Saharan Africa reported 28.1 million cases of AIDS in
2001. Teel said in some regions
of Africa, 10 percent of the
working Me population (20 to
45 years old) dies of AIDS within five years of testing positive
for HIV, "In Africa, AIDS is a
death sentence," he said.
Teel, who teaches environmental science and geography
at JMU, questkmed why SubSaharan Africa suffers so
greatly from the AIDS epidemic. He said he was fascinated to learn of the connection betwtvn tltc alteration of
the environment and the

onset of the disease
■II ..el f. >i fh«- ,li-ftr.iti.ytfon ->i the rnvin>nmrnl
f AIDS) would not have happened," he said.
The development of mining communities in parts of
Africa, such as in Botswana
and Zimbabwe, did much to
facilitate the spread oj AIDS.
according to Teel.

-6 6
There's been a lot of
denial in Africa
about AIDS.
-Wayne Teel
professor of integrated
science and lechnologs

The all-male dormitories
for the, mining communities
stimulated an increase in both
homosexual activity and prostitution and precipitated I
breakdown M traditional
moral values.
. When the men eventually
returned to their families from
work, they infected their
wives and ensuing offspring.
Rapid urbanization and

(ontrihuiitix writer

We live in a very
dangerous time.
— Carolyn Stewart
freshman

99
Dakake's research started
after the Sept 11 attacks. On a
syndicated radio show, Dakake
heard American ntedia personalities citing verses out of am
text and without any research
as to their historical derivation.
The Koran's explanation of
jihad entails an extreme differentiation between civilians and
combatants, Dakake said.
As to the Koran's supposed
lack ol religious toleration and
see JIHAD, page 4

see AIDS, page 4

Group invites priest to speak
BY TARYN GOODWIN

~6 6~

land reform further COO*
pounded thv problem by
nun,..i.ifiM-; highly concentrated and mobile populations. New, densely populated areas saw a signigicanl
increase in multiple-partner
sexual activity.
Some comrram misconceptions about AIDS also were
addressed. "AIDS is not a
homosexual disease; that's a
myth," leel said, i le explained
that contrary to the popular
belk*f that the gay community
is responsible for the disease,
homosexuals wen* not the first
to spread AIDS; about 98 percent of transmissum cases are
heterosexual.
In addition to environmental factors, Teel also discussed how political ignorance assists in the spread of
AIDS. He explained that
many African leaders possess ,i desire not to know
about AIDS and to push the
blame onto someone else.
Tltere's been a lot of denial
in Africa about AIDS, in part
because ol the stigma that gix?s
along with it," Teel said.
Teel also argued that
actions currently being taken
to i omha t the spread Of AIDS

The JMU Orthodox Christian Felknvship
invited a priest to speak on some of the reasons
he am verted to the Eastern Orthodox Church,
and how to help the religion work with the
modem world.
Father IVter ( .ilkguist. a director of development for the University of Memphis, was
brought up in a religious home in Minnesota,
and was raised Lutheran As | teenager lie was
at a point where he said, "I didn't hate tinchurch, and I didn't love the church I ike
many other graduating seniors, he attended
iollege and ht\anie I member of ■ tratemity
After living what seemed like tlw life he wanted to live, he began to feel a sease of emptiness,
according to (.illuuist
He referred to Revelations 2 and 3, which
speak of five of the seven churches coming
short of their spiritual imentorv |0MM wanted
for the churches to be hot or cold, not lukewarm, which is where ' iillquist found himself
during his college years.
After inviting )esus into his hie, (,ill«|uist ded-

icated lus life to an on-campus organization.
Campust rusadetorC hnst International. IXiring
the l%0s, he and other leaders of Crusade who
found themselves to be apostles ol God who
were trying to change the world, but they were
not suoxvding as the)* had hoped.
Along with others h-omlnisade he decided
to break the different sectors of the Eastern
Orthodox Church into worship, history and
dixrtrine. The leaders decided they would meet
tour times a year to discuss what they had
learned about the different UN of the church
they had studied
"The service is not just preaching; it is partaking Into communion," Ciillquist said. "The
church is not just congregational
there .ire
bishops and deacons." The Eastern Orthodox
Church had been liturgical and sacramental
from the start, he said.
I fell in love with Christ all over again,
C.illquistsaid. "I thought divine and human
nature combined in Mary's womb; however. ||esus| was always the father, the son
and the Holy Spirit."
see CHVHCH. page 4
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CHURCH: Students explore
Middle Eastern religion
(in KCK.fimpagiS
Gillquist also ••poke of
the splil between the
Roman i itholic and the
Eastern Orthodox Church,
which HTM ili In mined by
two factors
The first factor was the
Romans seeing the Pop* .is
the head over the church,
and the second was the
Romans changing the

Gillquist said many modem Americans find it hard to
share religion with Middle
I aslems; however, lie btttfvM
that when sharing tile HUM
faith, it is not hard.

-6 6—

...it is really
interesting to hear
the history of the
Orthodox Church...

Micanc Ciaad, which is a

prayer that tells what the
church believes in
Upon Gillquist splitting
fnim the Roman Church, and
becoming Eastern Orthodox,
he said, "Hie [woHMp] sen u is blew me away."
He could not belies ( thai
the Eastern Orthodox
I fuirdl chanted the gospels
or used incense because tills
was different from how he
usually went to church.

—Ashley Raybourn
freshman

95
Members of the Eastern
Orthodox Church have a difficult time worshiping in
KiKkingham County.

"It's hard not having a
nearby Eastern Orthodox
Church to go to every
Sunday, when the closest
0M Lfl in Charlottes ill,',
sophomore Deena Khalil
said. Khalil is | hrst-vcnr
member of the Orthodox
Christian Fellowship.
Students who were not
from the Eastern Orthodox
religion also attended.
"As an Episcopalian, it is
really interesting to he.u the
history of the Orthodox
Church and learn the similarities and differences," freshman Ashley Raybourn said.
l:or more information
on the Orthodox Christian
Fellowship, worshiping
with the Eastern Orthodox
Church or the history of
this Middle Eastern religion, contact Dean Cakos

JIHAD: Ending misconceptions
JIHAI),frompage3
anger, Dakake explained that
prior to the Crusades, Muslim
nations allowed religious freedoms for all minorities, provided that they pay the same
taxes to the state
This idea of toleration
was unheard of at the time
in medieval Europe.
Dakake expounds upon his
lecture's points in the collec-

tion. Islam, Fundamentalism
and the Betrayal of Tra.l.uion
Professor S. Abdallah Schleifer
of American Univcrsitv m
Cairo said Dakake's work is "of
critical importance in clearing
away the confusion and mediainduced misconception."
Dakake explained that
the so-called "fundamentalist" movement to totally
destroy Western civiliza-

tions in Islam is ironic
because there are no fundamentals of Islam found in
the practices of terrorism.
The peace of the Koran's
contextual location, especially with Christians and
Jews, shows how the fundamentalists have "lost the
connection between the
ideals and realities of
jihad," Dakake said.

AIDS: Africans combat deadly virus
AIDS, from page 3
"Aggressive public health education is the key to stopping the
spread of AIDS," he said. "And
that is something the interruitional community is not doing
enough about."
Sophomore Meg Schrader
said she enjoyed the presentation
and picked up on discrepancies
between her pa'vious understanding of the importance of

public health awareness and
what she learned from Teel.
"In several of my health classes, the focus has been more on the
drugs and advocating treatment
of AIDS patients," she said. "Now
I know that may not be the most
effective course to take."
According to the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention,
IS percent of adults in Rwanda
suffer from HIV and a growing

number of children an? contracting the disease.
While Africa struggles to
bring public health education to
the forefront of its battle against
AIDS, Teel noted that Americans
should educated themselves.
"If there's going to be playing
amund. lefs do it with awareness," he said.
For more information on this
forum visit lowwonmgebandorg.

WORK AT THE BEACH!!!
TWIDDY AND COMPANY Duck, NC
MAINTENANCE ASSISTANTS
Seasonal employment on Che Outer Banks of North Carolina, working for
the area's foremost vacation home rental company. Must be able to
work through September 15,2004 or later. Graduating Seniors are
preferred. Possibility of housing available for minimal monthly rent.
Pay scale: S13.00/hr. for 40/hr. of work a week.

Yo*r nd W«

JOB DESCRIPTION FOR MAINTENANCE HELPER

Br««7« M«ftySTr£

Seasonal maintenance, providing our customers with exceptional
services. Neat appearance and a friendly attitude is a must.
Mechanical ability is a plus but we will train. Transportation
provided during work hours.
• Hook up electronics like
DUTIES:
Nintendo, VCR's, DVD's etc.
• Pick up and deliver guest
• Pick,up and deliver icems
supplies
for repair
• Unclog toilets
• Pick up Crash at houses if missed • Replacing lighc bulbs, air
condicioner filcers, window
by refuse company
and door screens
APPLY BY SENDING RESUME VIA E-MAIL TO baragno0twiady.com OR

CONTACT: Bataay Aragno
Human Resources Manager
Twiddy and Company
Duck, NC
(252)457-1170 Phone/Fax

Prompt. Courteous Service
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

Internet Access! 1500,000 New Books

$

9.95

0

PER
MONTH!
No Craft urf
laumfi

Software CD or Download
LIVE Technical Support

S Email Addresses ■ Yiebmail!
INSTANT MESSAGING - AIM. MSN. Yahoo
Start hat News, Calendoi. Weather & morel

LocaiNet

60%-90% off retail

VkfWf'iWifanV
C«rnW«i
MwwiririSn'S)

*"f»p*5x foster!

V2.95
• Faster Web Pages

Only'7.00

LocaiNet

a

lte\ (ovoliynw
IH!r.*IS3«1SI
Oafy'12.00

Today thru April 4
Open Only During Scheduled Dotes from

• mil Popup Ad Blockerl
• Save up to 60% over DSL!

IHInkl
S»TO

no.oo

• Faster email & Webmail
Immediate Access: Sign up online!

Makflkwh
JkShmlHmi
MtVylMla
(WmdSMMI
Ody $10.00

M Wm M

OwPrke

MS
MONTH!

All the features of our Unlimited
Dialup Account PLUS:

Wide Selection of Civil War Titles

>m

9AM-7PM

Doily

Large Selection of Best Selling Authors

Reliable Internet Access Since 1 994

www.LocalNet.com
Come

434*6556

Down

Only Raw Bar in Harritonburg

had. IWwff ,-,«•«>

ftp
hahtmrimlSNtD

OerPrk$i6.50

Fo^£-"**<

Rockin Jake Wed, March 31 st

Jimmy 'O* Thurs, April 1st
Boogie HawgFriday, April 2nd

1/2 Price Appetizei
Appetizer Menu
Daily 4-9 pm

Huge Sandwich Menu
Fresh Burgers
Hotdogs
Chicken
Po Boy
Ham&Turkey, and more...
Wings- 2S< each MonAThurs
eat in only
Salads
Vegetarian Dishes
Fresh fish and steak
Tuesday crablegs

Lean Milmote-

SaturcL^S

10.99/lb
Wed Oysters

3*£

ru I.WH i ami
lufum 1*1 Sli)

Only'5.00

nter%inment
J^

LEWIS
CI ARK

5.00/ Doz

«i.iHmrtui
llWIlun ii>

Cam in Om Graf MMfel m
IthmmHrnKk^Oaj...
Htm tlut luigt lo Sonm Woods
IMhmMmUFuhci>T«imJSIttt|

a

Mfcaajaj GaWtf
lo Hntorir aura
MraWi
IhCatuHim
l«hnitrnMSI9HI

Only'6.50

CRAFT BOOKLETS
Hundreds of Titles

OwPrki'S.OO
UnmiQw/tm'i

Thousands
of CUUrea's looks from
Preschool thru Young Adtlt
including boord books, picture books,
"I Con lead" & other early readers,
Nestbery S Coldwofl owor d winners, young
adult, nonfktion and much more

Green Valley

Now tmdm Ml if *>••*
OnlyV.OO
Only'1.50 each
(Quantities limited, orrrve early for best selection.)
lototod 15 minutes sou* of JMU lake l-JI lo exit
240, turn east on Id 682 S watch lot the sign

www.gvbookfair.com/jmu

433-9874

SEAFOOD

BAR

<8C

GRILL

2192GrccnValleyln.,Mf.Crawford,VA22841(800|385-
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SGA: Election results in FOOD: Cans donated LABOR: U.S.
SGA.fmmpagrl
executive treasurer, had a similar margin of victory.
The position of Honor Council president will be filled by junior Andrew
Boryan, who won an uncontested race
with 96.1 percent of the vote.
Junior h-Hh Kikcr won the station
Of Honor Council w,i president with
60.4 percent of the vote, almost 30
points above her competitor.
A special run-off election for the
position of student representative to
the Board of Visitors will be held.
luniors Hunter Hanger and
Mandy Woodfield will contend in
Thursday's class council meetings,
M neither secured 50 percent plus
one vote. In accordance with the
SGA election rules, when one contestant fails to win a majority of the
vote, the two contestants with the
greatest proportion of the vote vie
for the position in a run-off election.
Woodfield won 47.8 percent ot the
vole, and Hunter garnered 41.3 percent With such a small margin separating them, the two competitors will
spend the coming days campaigning

for every vote.
"Not too much in my campaign has
changed," Hanger said, in anticipation
of the run-off election. "Before we
expand, we must secure the quality of
our education," he added.
Woodfield said she has faith in the
campaign strategies she has been
using thus far. "I will work with the
Board of Visitors to make the best
decisions for JMU students rather
than battle against |the board) on fiscal issues," she said.
Thursday's run-off election will
double as an election for class council positions. According to a candidate list obtained by The Brttu, only
one of the 12 available positions is
actively contested. Six of the positions are uncontested, and five have
no official candidates at all. Seats
are open for senior class president
and vice president, junior class secretary, and sophomore class treasurer and secretary.
. More information on the results
from the major elections and the
upcoming class council elections is
available at sga.jmufdu.

FOOD, from page 1

designed by ARAMARK, the company that supplies on-campus food.
"It is important to take person
al responsibility to positively
affect those who an? less fortunate
in our own community and
around the world," said junior
Josh Tanr, a peer adviser.
"This is especially true in a

community such as JMU,
where many of us not only
have resources, but [also] the
heart and desire to help others," he added.
In response to the Food Fight,
junior Jennifer Burnett, a peer
.idviser, said, "We're trying to
make an effect on a global scale,
not just a local rate.

AWARD: Profs to travel
AWARD, from page J

where she visited the city's musical libraries necessary to produce
her article entitled, "Kecomposing
German Music: Politics and
Tradition in Cold War Berlin," The
research conducted while in
Berlin helped her to pnxluce
another recently published article
and a larger book manuscript.
Leidholdt used his award to
travel and research his biography
on Nell Lewis, a former progressive southern journalist. He

explained that writing the biography is a lengthy process, which
has taken him three years.
Lubert discussed the purpose
of his writing piece. "I have
always been attracted to studying
[Benjamin] Franklin because of
his breadth of knowledge and
sense of humor," Lubert said.
Ott, who was the only winner
this year in attendance, hopes to
research art dealers in the late
19th century and their influence
on the art world.

has unfair shops

IA BOH, from page 1

fingers or cut their hands with the fabric machine
"[Workers] had to waive their rights;
they had no religious freedom and were not
allowed to fall in lo\e," Abad said. "You
were fired for pregnancy "
In 1998, after I failed attempt to organize a union, Abad did .• spet ial with ArK
News, using a hidden camera (0 expose
the realities ot her workplace.
Abad and her co-workers have taken
dnatk measures to get their point
across, including stripping in front of
an Old Navy store.
"We veiled 'We'd rather wear nothing
than wear Gap/ and then threw our clothes
to the police," Abad Mid.
9eraDf Nadine Wu is the president of
Amnesty International, a nonpartisan
organization that co-sponsored the
International [ustice Mission
"I hope that the next time [students] go
shopping, they will think what's behind the
shirt; if the person was suffering or sick
[when it was made|,' Wu said. "1 hope they
will speak out about it and educate others."

Shenandoah
Swim School
@JMU

fosmetic
leaser
treatments

Spring Swim Camp
Great fix high school, summer league, and year-round swimmers

Now Available at

</ta*A*bo*vbuA£> f^upioCa***'fro*/ zOomc*-*

Spring/Summer Lessons
The best small group lessons in the volley for oges 3 & up, designed by Matt Barony

'Permanent Hair Removal (No more shaving, plucking or electrolysis
'Rids: Spider Veins and birthmarks
'Skin Rejuvenation 'Botox Injections

REGISTER NOW!

Call now to schedule an appointment!
(540) 434-5546 OR (800) 424-5546

at www.ShenandoahSwim com

Harrisonburg Physicians lor Women • 2015-A Reservoir Street Harrisonburg. VA 22801
Questions? Please call (540) 568-6528

WANTED FRESHMAN.SOPHOMORE AND JUNIOR MALES
& FEMALES FOR SUMMER INTERNSHIPS. IF YOU* VE
GOT WHAT IT TAKES TO BE A LEADER IN OUR
COMPANY, THIS COULD BE YOUR NEW OFFICE!!
■ Summer training for
college men and women.

• You don't learn

• Financial assistance
towards college la
available.

• Push yourself to the
limit. Then take it even
further.

• No training or classes
during the school year.

•ThlslnnotR.O.T.C, it
is the primary source
of all Marine Officers.

leadership, you live it.

1-800-552-9548

www.MARINEOFFICER.com

Leading Marines is one of the greatest
challenges a person can choose to accept To
stand in front of the smartest, toughest, most
elite forces in the world, rank is not enough.
Before you can say, "Follow me,' you must first
develop intellect, human understanding, and
character to the point where you can inspire
The Few. The Proud.
others to follow you. If you are ready for a
physical, mental, and leadership challenge U.S. Marine Officer Programs
then this program might be for you
Captain B.G. MITCHELL
100 Arbor Oak Drive, Suite 106A
Guaranteed ground, pilot, flight officer
Ashland, Va 23235
and law positions are available.
MitchellBG@4mcd.usmc.mil

Marines

The U.S. Marine Corps offers programs for
undergraduates and graduates that allow
you to get started now on mastering the art of
leadership and earning a commission as a
Marine Officer They're called
PLC and OCC
Find out if you have what it takes Call or email
tor an appointment

Please contact our office for further
Information or to sat up an
interview.
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JMU cannot continue to allow opportunities to bring itself into the national
sports spotlight to slip away and
expect to gain respect for its struggling
athletic programs.
SM

(ILHWLUW

bom* wIMorial Mow

HOUSE

The editorialist made the statement that:
"Today's election results should reflect the
change the campaign [Your SGA] hoped to
inspire last fall," but failed to realize his or
her own effect on this initiative.

EDITORIAL

SM

LETTER TO
THE EDITOR
SGA responsible,
active in election

JMU's poor courts cost tennis tournament
A professional women's tennis tournament will not be returning to Harrisonburg in August. The
Rockingham Heritage Bank/United
States Tennis Association Women's
$10,000 Pro Circuit Tennis
Tournament has been played at JMU
for the last five years, but this year
the condition of the Hillside tennis
courts was judged unplayable by
USTA standards.
By allowing the courts to
deteriorate as much as they
have, the JMU athletic department has lost a major opportunity to bring revenue and publicity
to the university and community.
Until the USTA's announcement, JMU was one of only five
colleges in the nation to host
major pro tennis tour events, and
at least one player from the
Rockingham Heritage Bank tournament has played in the U.S.
Open each year. This tournament
is one of 12 on the $10,000 level,
and helps to increase public
awareness of JMU and Harrisonburg.
When the tournament abandons
JMU as its venue it will takes an estimated $165,000 of revenue from the

city of Harrisonburg, according to
the Harrisonburg-Rockingham
Convention & Visitor's Bureau.
While this loss does not directly affect
JMU, it still is a heavy blow monetarily to the community.
Shelia Moorman, JMU's assistant
athletic director, said in Saturday's
edition of The Daily News-Record

that the tournament is "not a priority for JMU," — an irresponsible
attitude for a university attempting
to raise its national status and support the local community. JMU. cannot continue to allow opportunities
to bring itself into the national
sports spotlight to slip away and
expect to gain respect for its
struggling athletic programs.
The USTA consistently has rated
the Hillside tennis courts as being
in poor condition after every tournament it has held here, yet no steps
were taken to make substantial
repairs to them. The athletic department's negligence not only lost the
school the opportunity to host a
major tennis tournament, but it also
shows a lack of concern for the
men's and women's varsity and
club tennis teams. The women's

team plays on the much-maligned
Hillside tennis courts, while the men's
team plays on the incorrectly sloped
courts near the Convocation Center.
The athletic department should
take steps to ensure that the tennis courts on campus, especially
the severely dilapidated Hillside
tennis courts, are in a playable
condition for next year and do
what it can to get the tournament to return to JMU. The
department plans to have the courts
renovated by next September, a
month after the tournament
event will be held.
The tournament may return,
though there is no guarantee it
will, even if the courts are brought
up to USTA standards.
JMU may have let the most
important professional sporting
event it hosts walk away, disgusted with its experience due to
the lack of concern for the status
of its facilities. The athletic department needs to review its priorities to make sure that JMU's status in the athletic world doesn't
slip any further away than it
already has.

Mter Mow

Dear Editor,
1 must say that 1 am completely appalled by the carelessness in printing the house
editorial entitled "Apathetic
[Student
Government
Association) and students
fail each other" on election
day. As a fairly active firstyear member of the organization, I found the article
both unfounded and inappropriate. By all means, the
SGA is far from perfect — I
am never one to pretend
otherwise. However, this
editorial was salted and
peppered with false accounts
and informauon.
While the editorialist commented that nothing was discussed or debated in Tuesday,
March 23's meeting as a result
of the absence of a quorum, he
or she failed to mention that
reports expressing the goals
and accomplishments of individual committees were discussed at length, and that a
presentation was given on a
leadership conference that
introduced new suggestions
for improvement to the SGA.
Additionally, in terms of
election forums' advertisements, signs certainly were
posted across campus, contrary to the information provided in the editorial. While a
mass e-mail was not sent out
to inform students of the
forum, this was because an email was sent out to remind
students to vote. Overusing
this mass e-maU system
becomes obnoxious and ineffective. Based on the fact that
student platforms were listed
on the Web site, this vote
reminder was a more important e-mail to forward to
JMU students.
The editorialist made the
statement that "Today's
election results should
reflect the change the campaign [Your SGA| hoped to
inspire last fall," but failed to
realize his or her own effect on
this initiative. As an active
supporter of a number of candidates, I spent a healthy portion of my day seeking the
support and votes of my fellow students.
On at least six different

occasions during the day, this
cditon.il was cited as a reason
for not voting in the election,
specifically stating. "You guys
(the SGA) can't do anything
anyway"
In constructing the penultimate sentence In the article
which read, "Students can't,
in good conscience, vote for a
student leader in an organization that is unable to hold
meetings [by] the fault of its
own members," the editorialist
clearly was being counterintuitive if he or she truly hoped to
open the lines of communication between SGA and the rest
of the JMU student body.
There is no excuse for senators leaving meetings before
said meetings have ended.
However, the way in which
this information was presented made the entire Student
Government body seem apathetic — something that is
entirely untrue. I'm sure mat
the select group of individuals who left the meeting
early will be reprimanded
and dealt with on a case-bycase basis, but the hard
work and dedication of the
majority of the Senate should
not go unrecognized as a

The Student Government
Association can
proudly proclaim that
voter turnout increased
3 percentage points
this year...
result of individual absences.
The SGA can proudly proclaim that voter turnout
increased over 3 percentage
points this year with a voter
turnout of 3,020 students —
roughly 22 percent of the student body — not half bad for
an apathetic SGA in a state in
which only 8 percent of voters under the age of 25
voted in the 2000 presidential election.
Tina Giustiniani
freshman
IDLS major
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Tbni Duncan
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K-matt darts and pals to brre/edpi" ttotmail.com
Darts A Pals are submitted anonymously and pruned on a space'
available basis. Submissions are based upon one person s opinion of a
f>i\rn situation, person or evens and do not necessarily reflect the truth

Pat.
A 'thanks-fct-rertunding-us-of-the-simpler-pleasures-in-life" pat to the three
pretty girls flying kites in the middle of
our apartments.
From four neighbors who are glad you
brightened our day.

Laura Dean
Kritty Nicolich
Jewlca Taylor
Mart Choi
Kevin Marinak
Patrick Smith
Flip Dt Luca
Alan Neckowita
David Wendelken

Dart...
A "what-hemsphere-are-we-in'" dart to
the wise guys playing the didgeridoo
through our stairway Saturday at 4:30 in
the morning.
I'nm a junior uho thinks you should keep
your day job. unless it's playing the didgeridoo

"To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error and oppression."
— lames Madison

EDITORIAL POLICY
The home editorial reflect* the opinion of the editorial hyntar.a whole, and is
not necessarily the opwiion of any ind.vidutfl suff roeinhrr of TV limit
Editorial Board:
Drew Wlkon
AUion Farap
Stephen Atwell
Editor
Manaajng Editor
Opinion Editor
Letters to the editor ihould be no more than 500 wank, column. should he no
mire than 900 worth, and Kith will he published .HI a space jvaibhlr basis.
They mux he delivered to TTW fhrtre by noon Tuesday or * p.m. Friday
The Brtev reserve! the rtfht to edit fai clarity and space.
The tkptnlom in thu section do ivit necessarily reflect the opinion of .Se
newspaper, ihi* staff, i>r James Madison University

Pat...
A "thank-you-for-being-off-duty" pat
to the resident adviser in my building who
picked me up at the bus stop last night.
From a guy who may not have found his way
home if you hadn't been out doing good deeds.

Dart.
A ''trtanks-for-breaking-our-screen-door"
dart to the dumb person who broke it last
"Friday at our party
From four girls who don't appreciate
you literally walking through our door.

Pat..
A "take-a-bow" pat to the executive board
of the Black Student Alliance ft* an outstanding Ibony Exposure Week.
From a graduate student uitt's proud of your
accomplishments and thinks you should hold
your heads high.

Dart.
A "we're-glad-you're-so-smart" dart to
the guy with his polo shirt collar up Thanks
lor t.-lling us ladies to "tip your cups this
way, sweethearts [for less foam)'' _ man
we couldn't have done it without you.
From a group of girls who don't know how
they would survive witliout a big. strong man
looking nut for them
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"Being
a lie because
you're altvays
covering your
track

Holly Simmons
freshman, cnglish major

"Tired because
you're grumpy
and when people
talk to you. Vou
flip out nt them.''

TDyn Trueblood
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"Being in bed and
not being able to
sleep because you
know you''re
getting closer and
closer to class."

"The stale of
miscommunication
because the ball is
in Iheotlier court."

campus
SPOTLIGHT

Wendy Friedman

Danielle Diesel
freshman, accounting

Camlyii Wilier' irufl ;**>«nip»f i

freshman, sports management

sophomore, communication
sciences and disorders

What is your least favorite state of mind and why?
From the Wire

Modern musicians don't measure up to old-time rock stars
KyleBurton
Rock 'n' roll is in a sad state
I right now. Ever since Guns n'
I Roses broke up, rock just h.isjn't been the same. Filling the
| time between commercials on
I local rock BtatiCflfl are pathetic
I— but unfortunately successful — rock bands that
lonce looked up to the rock
[stars in hopes of becoming
[one someday.

It seems every time I turn
around. Slash is making
cameos in cartixins, movies or
on red carpets. There's a reason why paparazzi still follow
Tommy Lee, and it's not
because of his ex-wife.
Aerosmith sells out every
show they do and has done so
for the past three generations.
Bandi like Puddle of
Mudd, Nickelback. Disturbed
and Tantric are alternative

bands. What you think
about their music is your
business, but »don't call
them rock stars. If bands
release entire albums without a guitar solo, they're not
rock stars. I've had my
hopes let down a few times
over the years by local
bands or groups that start
off like they want to rock
but end up trying to write
meaningful lyrics about

some girl or their childhood. If you want to write
successful rock star music,
stick to the big three
cocaine, fast women and
money. That's it — don't fix
what isn't broken; careers have
been built on such things.
Still, rock stars .iron t dead,
they've just switched genres.
Texas music is the new rock
n' roll. Don't believe me?
Pick up Cross Canadian

Ragweed's new album "Soul
Gravy." Go see Wade Bowen
— they're not scared of a guitar solo. If you've never been
to a Wade Bowen show, trust
me and go to see them.
Why is the guitar solo a
dying art? Once, guitarists
learned how to play their
instrument before getting
signed. Now. it's optional. Or
is it that their management
who tells them solos aren't

necessary anymore? If that's
the c.is,', the band wasn't cut
out for rock stardom in the
first place.
Not all new bands are
undeserving of the rock star
title though. Audioslave and
Velvet Revolver are among the
worthy, but look at the members and figure out why. We
need more rock stars.
Kyle Burton is a cdummsl for
f/r Baylor University The Lariat

It's not too late to reserve a room

For your Graduation Party at

DAVE'S
i;\ \

lx w\rov\

IAVI

121 South Main Street • Downtown Harrisonburg • 564-1487

We have space for 20 - 120 people
Off-site Catering Also Available
For more information please call Julie at 564-1487

Want to Minor
in Marketing?
Want to study
in Belgium?
Check out the new JMU minor
in European Marketing (for nonbusiness majors only)
Spend the summer of 2005 in Antwerp,
Belgium, and earn a minor in European
Marketing at the same time

"The OrangeBand Initiative is committed to producing a more
clvlcally engaged community by providing an unbounded
space for diverse, open dialogue about meaningful contemporary issues."

Not Politics?

J

ihtfiMnai
Let's all get together and

figure out a way to CJ 01

__

"80% -

Let's do it!'

80% of our campus voting
this November.
We want representatives from all campus student groups we'll sit down in a room, and figure out a way to reach the
60% goal Let's get everyone energized,

m AT <?1i»

form a leadership team,

15pm Thursday, ApriTT
WWW,

All class instruction in English!
No foreign language needed

a grassroots initiative
to engage our community

Education.

OrangeBand.org

fUB

OSPONSORCO WITH

DDHISM

Ads Include

Field trips to England, France,
Luxembourg, Germany, the
Netherlands, and to cities
throughout Belgium
Informational meeting on Wednesday, March 31,
At 6:15 p.m. and again at 7:30 p.m., in Showker
Hall, room G-6 (in the basement)
For complete information, visit http:// cob.jmu.edu/belgium

Spur of the Moment,

[Dr.lmani's Hip-Hop bandl

Jenny
Snyder

Mi

Da

iea*?n

and the

afll tetti

Tornadoes

o\m\
Thursday,
Donations at the door.
1
1
.<!'. _
lYiHccds go to support
April I (W
OrangeBand and a BuJdhisi Monastery in India.
rpV
p-i
.
Many, many thanks to this semester's sponsors
The Laughing Dog, Hillel, Sociology Club,
Economics Club, ISAT Honors Society, and the
Latin American Studies Program1

CJPB

■
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LEISURE

HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Today's Birthday (March 29). A person who's trying to make you live by his or her rules may be quite
annoying to you this year, but this person is to you important, too. If you accept the coaching, you'll get
much stronger. To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging

Aries March 21-April 19
Today is a 6 - If you can manage to keep
, your mouth shut, you'll probably make
others think you're the perfect person for
the job. Don't reveal your doubts now.
Make a list privately.

W;

Taurus April 20-May 20

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

m » Today is a 6 - You can get what you want
fl£n ,,,r V"lir borne, possibly at great lavings.
/T^L It's not a good idea to spread this news
around, however. Just act on it.

Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is a 7 - There's likely to be a misunderstanding, especially if you argue. If
'f somebody orders you to do something,
comply if you can. This is not a good time
to bring up old hurts. Save them for later.

Lao July 23-Aug. 22
Today is a 6 - You sure could use MOM
|^^^ quiet time. So after you make a few calls
VPI to lit up a couple of loose ends, why not
* ' J take your phone off the hook?

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
~ *a .
^/fVf
•MM
^BH.

Today is an 8 - A person with more experi<'nce can help you find .in error or .1 leak
Don't be embarrassed - go ahead and ask
for an expert's advue.

i of the Day

You must keep this
thing: its loss will affect
your brothers.
For once yours is lost.
it will soon be lost by
others.
An; •

a windmill

3

4

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec 21
Today is a 7 - Money is tight, but that
JLj. won't stop you. Stick to your budget and
yajl.' keep m.iking plans You II find a way, It
K
not, somebody else will. Don't overlook
the possibility of a mfaw It

j..
Today is a 7 - A domestic disagreement
^•k
could be expensive and take up valuable
rW& ,inu' lrN to work out a compromise to
* minimize costs and stress.

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18
Today is a 5 - There's always a gap between
how you think it will be and the way it
turns out. Don't fall into a depression if
that happens now Better yet, plan for it

Pisces Feb. 19-March 20
Today is an 8 - Curtail your spending for
*/*•■
a couple of days. With the help of some(■L^k) bod) you love, figure out what you have
yp left and what you still need to get.
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Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19

K

6

33

Today is a 6 - If you push yourself beyond
the call of duty, you'll be surprised at how
much you can accomplish. You could go
into warp speed, and the payoff is pretty
good.

^^k
i^fc
4^\
■* ^-

|

15

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

- Tribune Media Servi.es

RIDDI

1

111

Today is a 7 - You and your partner may
feel that all the rules are dumb. You
$:should know, however, that an older person can read your thoughts. Don't lip oft
Don't even think about it.

Today is a 7 - The odds are good that
(J^^^t whatever you're worried about won't end
^Hf up amounting to much more than a medi" um-sized hill of beans. Don't stress.

Gemini May 21-June 21

1

ACROSS
1 Jar loose
9 Fastened with
a hinged clasp
15 Major male
rulers
16 Tax figure
17 Widely
prevalent
18 Desert and
rain forest
19 Window
section
20 Some household utensils
22 Steep slope
24 Germ cell
25 es Salaam,
Tanzania
26 Engraved
28 Ages and
ages
29 Irishman or
Welshman
30 On land
31 _ Lanka
32 Probability
ratio
33 Separatist religious group
35 Merit
37 Strong, fast
current
40 Killer whale

■ 11

a

■

21

y
"

1■

_

.

1

1

'
32 1
|
►

"

43

"

ll

"

|
" |

M

1

1
42 French
politician
Jacques (17321804)
46 Shortly
47 Tiger's
position
48 Addison's
partner
49 HHS agcy.
50 Area for tollbooths
52 Sail-extending
pole
53 Groundless
signal
56 London gallery
57 Aim
58 Nerve
inflammation
60 Posture
61 Anti-immigrant
party member
62 Tended cattle
63 Components

.

|'
59

e,

.
DOWN
1 Mid-ocean
2 Collisions
3 Popeye's
power source
4 Bavarian
lealherwear
5 Galena or
bauxite
6 Hemispherical
roof
7 Shows one's
teeth?
8 Gets away
9 The Irish,
poetically
10 Like an old
woman
11 Flat-bottomed
vessel
12 Dressed one's
hair with
ointment
13 Green beryl
•
14 Gobi and
Mojave
21 Ring great
Archie
23 French father
27 Beheaded
29 Thoughtful
34 Endurance
test
36 Soaks flax

Award Winning
designed and owned by J

U«BNlMr)} (Wa* MJ*H Sana). CaMMttfar imlmmi
•*«n»W.»» V«rS, («»■«. Ai 4K wo-d aatc U* n. Via

Intf mlmmJXtQmtmWUtii. G>.$■!■•*fa*!■**
mud. Ai*ct*k. tariA.innUimrUI» Gtufann

37 Vulgar
38 Moderate in
tempo
39 Viscous black
liquid
41 French PostImpressionist
43 Protein in hair
and nails
44 Snob
45 Examines
anew
50 Piece of a
pound
51 Of acreage
54 Transmit
55 Remote button
59 Edge
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CYass project encourages restaurants
to prohibit smoking indoors
Story by contributing writer Erin Pettit • Graphics by contributing artist Jenny Chanthapanya
If one has ever noticed how cigarette smoke from the
■UUMll|| section of .i restaurant doesn't seem to stay in
its "designated area," he or she is probably rot the only
one. A group of Health Program Planning and
Evaluation students and local restaurant owners are teaming
up for what they are calling the Dine In/Smoke Out program,
to deal with that very problem.

From class to community
The Health Program Planning and Evaluation course
is designed to teach students how to "plan, implement
and evaluate health promotion programs," according to
the JMU course catalog.
JMU professor Jeanne Martino-McAllister assigned a
group of eight JMU students the topic of the effects of <n\Ironmental smoke. With that topic, the students decided to
focus on smoking in restaurant-Thursday, three local restaurants — Luigi's, Pargo's and
Woodfired Italian Oven — have agreed to go smoke-free for a
day as part of this program. It is hoped, by these restaurant-.
not offering a smoking section for one day that they will see
that they will not lose customers and their nonsmoking customers will be more satisfied with the smokeless environment, according to the group. Through this effort, the group
also hopes to raise awareness of smoking in restaurants and
the effects of secondhand smoke
Two to three students will be at each of the restaurants from
5 to 8 p jn. and will have waiters and waitresses pass out surveys throughout customers' meals, according to group member, junior Sarah Corley. The surveys will be numbered, and
two customers randomly will be awarded a free dessert to
thank them for their participation.
Group members also will be passing out statistics on candy
bars and lollipops at the Integrated Science and Technology
building Tuesday, from 8 a.m. to 1 pm, as well as on the
Warren Hall patio Wednesday from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

In the making
According to group member junior Candice Rogers, the
group got the idea to do Dine In/Smoke Out from a similar
project that was done in Hampton. Rogers said she thinks it
was very successful. The group thfnks that the effects of environmental smoke is an important topic to pursue since so many
students either go out to bars and restaurants or work there.
The group made pamphlets that quote www.cltanlungi.com
as saying, "You can't put chlorine in half of a swimming pool,
and you can't keep smoke in half of a restaurant
Junior Megan Holt has had experience with this dilemma
and said she "hate[s] going to a restaurant where the smoking and nonsmoking sections are so close that you're still
basically in the smoking section. Maybe [not having a smok-

ing section] is not entirely fair to the smoker, but they do still
have the option of going outside."
junior Monique Lowe, a member of the group researching the subject of environmental smoke, said, "I don't
think |having smoking sections in restaurants is) right,"
and also said that nonsmoking sections don't prevent people from being affected by smoke.
The group said restaurant owners seemed to be concerned with the potential business they could lose if they
were to do away with smoking sections — even just for one
day. According to The American Lung Association Web
site, www.lungusa.org, however, "No properly conducted
study [has shown] a negative economic impact. Some even
show that a smoke-free measure improves business."
Chain restaurants have the issue of dealing with corporate administrators, which can make it harder for them to
become smoke free, according to Rogers. The corporate
offices of locally established chain restaurants did not return
Rogers' phone calls for comment

The smoke-free reactions
Secondhand smoke doesn't affect only consumers, according
to Rogers. All staff is affected in some way or another, she said.
"I would actually prefer to go to a restaurant that banned smoking," senior Hannah Zippin said. Zippin has waitressed tables
and "hated [working in a smoke-filled environment] because
by the end of the night, I reeked (of the smell of cigarette
smoke]" and the smoke "couldn't have been good for me."
Junior Lauren Scott, a member of the research group, said
she thinks restaurant owners want to have a broad range of
clientele, which makes it hard for them to go smoke free
because they don't want to alienate their smoking patrons.
In opposition, according to a Gallup Survey conducted Nov. 13 to 15, 2000, "Close to half of Americans, 47
percent, say they favor a complete ban on smoking in
restaurants." The group's pamphlet also identifies several local restaurants that are smoke free. They include the
Joshua Wilton House, Saigon Cafe\ Taste of Thai, Bravo
Italian Eatery and Mr. J's Bagels It Dell.
Martino-McAllister said Dine In/Smoke Out will give
diners and restaurant staff "an opportunity to experience
a smoke-iree environment, and maybe take initiative to
seek out, or become, smoke-free establishments in the
future." She also said that she foresees the students
learning "valuable knowledge and skills in planning,
implementing and evaluating a health promotion program at the environmental level."
Though changes may be slow in coming, group members at least hope to get the ball rolling. Scott said he
hopes this event will show restaurant owners and consumers that going smoke free is an option, but he also
realizes a lot more work is necessary.

smS kefree
eateries
•The Joshua Wilton House
•Saigon Cafe
•Simple Pleasures Cafe
•Sun Hunan Express
•Taste of Thai
•Blue Stone Inn
•Four Points Sheraton
•Bravo Italian Eatery
•Mr. J's Bagels & Deli
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"(They] will not follow Bono on his
pilgrimage to the White House."

STYLE

The Contemporary
Dance Ensemble showcased modern moves.
story below
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DAVE VAN NOSTRAND

senior
See story page 12

DANCE REVIEWw

Underwear, pasta
make appearance
in modern dance

DHNG DISTANCE j

BY TRACY HACKER

"I think the audience members enjoyed 'Mangia!' most,"
contributing writer
senior Katie Martz said. "The
Throw away the ballet slip- performance was entertaining,
pers and the tutus. The the costumes were colorful and
Contemporary Dance Ensemble, [I liked the] '1 Love Luc/ style
presented by the school of theatre designs. It's not every day peoand dance in LaHmcr-Shaeffer ple dance with colanders that
Theatre from March 25 to 27 at 8 arc filled with pasta."
pm, was not a typical C-rated
The performance used colandance performance.
ders filled with pasta and rolling
The ensemble consisted of pins to complement the Italian
seven distinct dance perform- music and play up the stereotype
ances, each of which combined that Italians are known for their
several outrageous elements. hearty meals. Performers sophoSome of these included the use more Tiffany Brooks, senior
of apples, rolling pins and Whitney Hephnstall, Young and
colanders as props, which Oleson surprised and delighted
effectively aroused the audi- audiences as pasta was tossed
ence's attention and provided around on stage toward the end
a unique glance at contempo- of the performance.
rary dance styles.
"I thought that the audience
Eclectic musical choices responded best to the piece
played an important role in vari- about the food," freshman
ous dance pieces. The second Melissa Showalter said. "It was
performance included a hip-hop light and something that the
song by Del Tha Funky audience could feel comfortable
Homosapien, in a piece titled responding to."
"Different Than What?," choreo"Voodoo 2-step," performed
graphed and performed by sen- by seniors Erica Mercke and Julia
ior Emily Oleson Oleson's per- Vessey, portrayed a unique, boldformance was a barefoot solo er style than previous pieces. The
during which she removed mul- performers in this piece wore
tiple articles of clothing until she gypsy-like skirts and tops with
was down to a pair of underwear dangly jewelry designed by cosand sports bra-like top.
tume designer Kathleen A.
Other pieces included dra- Conery. As the music played, the
matically bold makeup, as seen two performers used each
in "Snafu," which was choreo- other's bodies to perform severgraphed by senior Christina al difficult moves.
Clark. The five performers, junThe piece seemed overtly sexior I^ura Baylarski, and sopho- ual as the performers suggestively
mores Michelle Grazio, Kara rolled around on top of each other.
Priddy, Lindsey Rutherford and
At the end of the ensemDawn Young, each had cos- ble, audiences and performtumes of a different color (red, ers alike seemed satisfied
yellow, blue, green and purple) with the performance.
with makeup to match.
I didn't have a least-favorite
The five dancers wore cos- part," Showalter said. "The hard
tumes designed by associate work the people put into the
firofessor of theatre Pamela S. performance was evident in
ohnson and senior Emily R. every piece, whether or not the
Gipson, who used symmetri- style appealed to me."
cal cuts over one shoulder and
Martz liked observing the
below the opposite knee. The diverse dance performances.
designers chose this cut, and
"I liked being exposed to a
five solid colors (red, yellow, different style of dance. I tend to
blue, green and purple) to think of dance in terms of ballet,
emphasize the movements of tap and jazz. The choreograthe dancers.
phers used the different genres
Senior Anna Hillard thought of performance art to create
that these elements were effective pieces that I am not used to."
for the piece. "The motions were
Sophomore
Kathleen
jerky, and the costumes very Ferraro, a performer in the sevangular," Hillard said. 'Those enth piece, "Bite," felt the
two factors worked well together, ensemble turned out well.
and, I think, portrayed the intent
"My favorite part about perof the choreographers."
forming in the Contemporary
Another interesting aspect of Dance Ensemble was the fact
the dance ensemble was the that we got to work with the cosskillful use of props in some of tume department to create our
the pieces. The sixth perform- own costumes hand sewn for us
ance, "Mangia!," was a light- individually," Ferraro said. "It
hearted selection that poked fun was interesting to see how
everything came together."
at Italian culture.
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Nothing's slow when
sending loved ones snail mail
~&T

BY SEAMUS O'CONNOR

staff writer
The college years generally
are the first time people get
involved in long-distance relationships. Boyfriends and girlfriends used to being separated
by only a neighborhood may
find themselves hundreds of
miles apart for stretches of weeks
or even months. The rules tin
LDRs are different thin the average relationship and, as such, the
overall effort of the relationship
is higher on both parties. Such
relationships require a greater
amount of effort to maintain contact a serious commitment to a
person you cannot see except in
pictures, a high degree of trust
and phone cards — lots and lots
of phone cards.
My relationship with my girlfriend has lasted a year and a
half, with the last six months
spirit on different campuses. She
resides in Chicago, a 13-hour
drive from the 'Burg (or a 17hour train ride, of which I have
some fesMhan-fand memories).
My girlfriend and I haven't had
many chances ID see each other,
but we are much closer now than
we were at the beginning of the
school year. I attribute tlie
strength of our bond to the frequency and quality of our communication, and for that I give
thanks to mvroommate V-. m
roommate, whose unlimitednights-and-weekends cell phone

8

ftX
plan has accounted for approximately 12 million hours of crosscountry chatting. But, as my
partner and I learned, LDRs cannot li\e on phone calls alone.
There are plenty of ways to keep
in touch that don't have to wait
until after 9 pm
Writing letters, for instance,
takes a great deal more time
than you'd think it would, but
always feels rewarding. After all,
the more you write, the more
likely you are to get letters in
return — and isn't it nice to find
something in the mailbox
besides stacks of fliers and
phone bills? Unfortunately, letters also have an added drawback because they require costly
stamps. There are only so many
times you're likely to find 37
cents on your way to the post
office. When totter writing fails,
e-mail always will do, but it
seems much less personal.
However, anything is healthier
communication than AOL
Instant Messenger A true sign of
lack of effort on a significant
other's part is trying to maintain

■i

a relationship through 1M.
Receiving a long message ending with "Always Yours" means
much more than a series of
quick lines finished by "LOL
LOL OK G2G BYE B/F!" Giving
a significant other undivided
attention always is a good way
to go—he or she will appreciate
it more than you know.
The best part about LDRs is
finally reuniting with the person to whom you've given so
much time and stamp money.
All your efforts will seem more
than worth the reward of seeing his or her smiling fao?
again. I know that's how it feeLs
for me — whether it's been two
weeks or eight, getting back
together with my girlfriend
feels like falling in love all over
again. If s a blessing to be able
to feel that leap in your chest
time and time again, and I definitely treasure our time together more than I ever did
Absence really does make the
heart grow fonder .. just ask
my roommate. I'm sure he
misses his cell phone dearly.
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Favorite memories go digital: Web sites offer albums
drop the photos into the gallery
and click "upload." If you arc i*it
using Windows, smugmug offer*
So you've made the transition automated upload tools for meat
from your outdated point, shoot platforms. While one can have an
and develop 35mm camera to a unlimited amount of photos
snazzy point, shoot and share dig- online, uploading is limited to 100
MBSbytes of photic a! a time
ital camera. This is a transition I
However, smugmug allows users
also have made and, similarly, I
am sure the sharing of your pho- to segment uploads, so the 100
tos has become a weekly obses- megabyte limit isn't a big deal.
sion. This includes uploading after Smugmug's galleries all are very
professional, aesthetically pleasCget home from the weekend
, a vacation, et cetera. A large ing and intuitive to navigate No
limits are placed on the viewable
percentage of the digital photograresolution of a user's photos, as
phy world uses some type of sharing tool to share memorable (or one can select small, medium,
large or original-sized photos.
not so memorable) pictures with
Webshots, at uww.wtbthe planet. With the plethora of
choices available, it is essential to shots.com. offers both free and
review several online photo shar- pay-for-sharing services. The
free service allows you to
ing services in order to decide
upload a max of 240 photos.
what service is most beneficial.
Every user has a username
One service is wwwsmugaddress
that is a bit more diffimugxxm. Smugmug provides a
designated URL for pictures cult to remember. The upload
{usemame@smugmug.com) where tool is a bit clunky, as users will
all of one's galleries are live on the have to go through and manuInternet Smugmug.com offers an ally select each individual
incredibly seamless, automated photo to upload; if your photos
(multiple photos with one click) aren't descriptively named,
upload of a user's images. In a this can be a nightmare. Also,
Microsoft Windows-based envi- the free service is ad-based,
ronment, users simply drag and meaning there are ads some-

Snapshot of online

BY DAVE NORMAN

staff writer

PHOTO SERVICES

WWW.

smugmug.
com9
*

where on the same pages as
your pictures — the other services have no ads at all.
Another site, uiuwsrjoyD.com, is
a completely free site that offers
unlimited
photo
storage.
Sacto.com instantly stands out
from the others as it is a flashbased site (and therefore is very
animated). Sncto.com utilizes a
drag-and-drop Windows-style
upload tool that works efficiently.
The final site looked at was
wuwsplashbulbxom. This site is
designed as a communal place
for photographers to share photos with one another. The site
could become very powerful,
convenk'nt and useful when used
by friends and family to share
photos. Splashbulb, like smug-

mug iind sacko, allows unlimited
photos to be stored on the sen 11 ■
A simple and intuitive upkiad
tool is provided with the
Windows drag-and-drop-based
functionality. Splashbulb has an
additional fun tool — the ability
to add thought bubbles to photographs Splashbulb has a unique
cataloging feature, alkiwing users
to catalog based on place, person,
date, et cetera and then to view all
photos in a particular group in a
single album at once.
All these sites require a simple
registration process before one
can use the service. Each service
caters to different users depending what users are looking to do
with their photos and how much
time users want to spend on it.

www.,
webshots.
com

WWW.

sacko.
com

Powerful upload
tools and simple
to use.

Offers some
tunctional/
simple free
service.

Completely
free, with
unlimited
photo storage.

Offers no tree
services.

Lacks the special
tools offered by
some other sites.

Requires
guests to
register to
view photos.

SljmlarilwtiS
m*mbrn(up:$299S
"TWit'or'ProUwt1'
p«iaSB:i4a.gSo>S999S

4.5

W*Mwh preinMim
U9Upn>>«
RrgubrWfbshouutm.

3.5
* grode out of five, one being lowest grade
MARC CHOUw/MctfUor

»>■'—
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NQteWoiftei ReVIEW
'A Crow' flies angry skies
Bi

DAVE VAN NOSTRAND

contributing writer

Incubus's Litest album, "A
Crow I .eft of the Murder,"
opens with ,i i.mt .UIIHXI ,it the
megalomania.-, people who
have an obsession with
grandiose performances, of the
.\oil.l \ocalist Brandon Boyd
denounces them as MM idolsaving "Vbu'l* no li--uYou're no fucking I K i-.
Clearly. Boyd has traded introspection for accusation; on this
record, he wears Ms anger on
his sleeve.
In terms of the mu-i
A
Crow'' is filled with the kind of
rock you would axped from
Incubus: funkv, suspcnseful,
guHarxh-tven VUWJ followed
by soaring vocal choruses.
C.uitarist Michael Ein/iger.
contributes some solid play to
the album, but obscure-.
Incubus' dcejav Kilmore, in a
mire of feedback. As a result.
the song-, an this album run
longer than usual, an indicator
ih.it Incubus recently has been
more interested in cohesion
rather than in sinejcs

The real difference between "Megalomaniac," already has
this Incubus record and the garnered some outrage for its
other four in Boyd's vocal politically cviv.itivr tlu-me, and
growth While he alw.n- no*- the motif appears consistently
sessed a strong and interesting throughout the entin1 album.
voice, Hoyd never explored his But, mainly, Boyd and Incubus
own potential. Cm this record, view themselves as the social
he finally does, and his use of k-ft. partisan to different values
vocal nuisances displays a new than the mainstn'am. They
mastery of his voice. However, might make a veiled political
the band itself shows little, it statement or two, but will not
any, growth in its new album.
follow Bono on his pilgrimage
Lyrically, this record Is most- to the White Hi ON
ly social commentary. Boyd is
The album's key weakness
upset and disenchanted by lii-s within its lvrics. Boyd has
what he sees on television and always tried to portray himself
in the movies. 'Talk Show C>n as a rock poet, although he is
Mule confronts America's not entirely convincing because
recent obsession with realirv without his vocals and the
televWOn and observes that hand's instnimentaLs his lyrics
voyeurism nibs other people of cannot stand alone.
their mystery and intrigue He
Overall, "a Crow" is what it
sings. "I hate to say so much claims to be, a dark, forebodmore/ You're so much more ing album flying outside rjl
endearing with the sound mainstream rock, but still
turned off. "In "Made For TV
within reach of the public.
Movie, "Boyd challenges gratu- Incubus has another hit singk1
itous violence Mvinj
on its hands, but the album as
HOM ins each Other up," which
a whole doesn't live up to
seems reasonable
"Megalomaniac." It starts
"A Crow" weighs in politi- strong and then meanders for
cally, as the title might suggest.
13 songs. Maybe Boyd should
The album's first video single; get angry more often.

Wanna be stylish?
Wanna be hotter than hot?
Wanna work for Cheryl and Sylva?
Write for Style!
9t's sizzlin.
Contact us at
breezestyle@hotmciil. com

Spring Career Fair

Pulley raises punk politics
BY ANDREW COPLUN

contributing writer
This spring, step up to bat
against a lineup of melodic
creations. Fpitaph Records
scores a winner with Pullev'•
newest release, "Matters."
Twelve vocally driven pop
songs laced with addictive
guitar riffs and fast-moving
beats will prove to be a musical grand slam.
The band's members —
who were formerly in the bands
Face To Face, Strung Out and
Ten Foot Pole — bring an easygoing attitude to the arena of
punk rock. The band possesses
a style reminiscent of NOFX
and Bad Religion.
In a March 25 interview
with the online music magazine Truth Explosion, lead
singer Scott Radinsky summarized its style, saying, "The
truth about Pulley is that we're
working class guys that jump
in a van, drive around the
world hoping to break even,
playing punk rock while taking I free vacation."
The band members' Uvej
reflect their lax attitudes. Lead
singer Scott Radinsky is a former relict pitcher for the Los
Angeles Dodgers and now
spends his time running a skate
park in Simi Valley, CaKf., called
The Skate Ijb. Guitarist Mik,
Harder is a certified aircraft
mechanic and an avid surfer
Drummer Tony Palermo is in
charge of the lighting at Los
Angeles' Troubador, a concert
venue and bassist Tyler Rebbe
is an automotive mechanic.
"A Bad Reputation" is
arguably the catchiest selection on "Matters" as a result
of standout guitar riffs and
sing-along vocals. Radinsky
sings about resolving prob-

■ 111-11 ■.';.: 4 ■

M

.1 ANDREW rnPLON
Punk rock band Pulley released -Matters." an energetic album
that combine* harmonious songs with political question*.

lems "There is no moral to
my story/ I hit him first and
stole his glory which was
worse I guess/ That's just
what worked for me."
The opening guitar riffs in
bothSpitalfield's "FiveDaysand
Counting" and Bad Religion's
"American Jesus," combine to
sound like Pulley's "Insects
Cfcshw" This track questions
authority in American society
The lyrics state: "The stones I
throw for a man on a pedestal"
as dnving drums and mekxlic
guitar rifts smoothly finish off a
song of political distaste.
"Immune" is a double track
containing two songs. The first

selection revolves around a distorted aspect of the song's vocals
and a pop-sounding chorus line
that proclaims, "Every day that
you're away, don't know how we
make it thniugh." Three minutes
through the song. Pulley performs an entertaining cover of
the theme song from the '90s television show "Land of the Lost"
The band's harmonious
sound has n'mained constant,
even eight years after it
released its first album,
"Esteem Driven Engine," as a
band. Any fan of the rock
music genre will appreciate
the latest release from a band
who puts music beion- money.

SUMMER JOB/PAID INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITY
VIRGINIA BEACH, VIRGINIA
TELESCOPE PICTURES®
Is Now Hiring for the Summer of 2004
You Will
LIVE AT THE BEACH
WORK ON THE BEACH
WORK WITH OTHER FUN & OUTGOING STUDENTS
And

College Center Ballroom 112 5pm

EARN OVER $10,000 WHILE
HAVING AN INCREDIBLE TIME

ALL Majors Encouraged to Attend!

Beach Photographer positions available.
No Photography Experience Necessary.
We do need fun, outgoing, and self-motivated students who arc looking for valuable
career building experience and an unforgettable summer Paid internships are available
and come with a great tan!

Speak with prospective employers about full-time,
internship, and volunteer opportunities, or simply
attend one of the days workshops, including:
Resume Clinic/Review
Interview Strategies

Job Search Networking
Lite After JMU

Check mi hnp//www jmu erii/aacd/careertair itr more into!

Check out our web site for more information and
Apply directly online at WWW.SUNRAYSSTUDIO.COM
Or
Voice Mail Us at (540) 435-1589
No Beach House. No Worries...
Housing Available

MONDAY, MARCH

i- Baseball's active off-season
With opening day fast
approaching. Major
League Baseball teams
gear up for new season.
See story below

SPORTS

—WOMEN'S TENNIS-
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"These guys don't think
they're ever out of it ... we're
a dangerous club."
SPANKY MCFARLAND

baseball coach
St* story below

BASEBALL

JMU takes down UNC-W
Cowgill's ninth-inning
home run lifts Diamond
Dukes to home victory
BY JAMES IRWIN

staff writer

NATASHA l.\PriKI\ult i*ni>itruphtr
JMU soundly defeated Norfolk State
University Saturday with a 4-0 shutout
victory over the Spartans.

Dukes earn
shutout win
After a home victory Thursday over
Radford University, the Dukes continued
their winning ways on the road Saturday by
defeating Norfolk State University 4-0,
improving to 9-3 on the vt\ir.
In doubles action, the Dukes lost only
four total games
The doubles matches were highlighted by
Sophomore Kristin Nordstrom and freshman Mary Napier, who paired up to defeat
the NSL' team of Goudy and Sonmez and
shutout the Spartans, 8-0.
JML' swept the singles with seniors Margie
Zcsingcr .ind Spencer Brown and junior
Kristin With all knotching victories.
The ladies' continue play Tuesday when
they hit the Hillside tennis courts against the
Liberty University flames at 2:30 p.m.
—from staff reports

—

MEN'S TENNIS

Sophomore second baseman Michael Cowgill's walkoff home run in the bottom of
the ninth inning lifted JMU to
a 13-12 victory over the
University of North CarolinaWilmington Saturday at Long
Field/Mauck Stadium.
"It was a fastball about
knee high," Cowgill said. "It
might have been a little outside, but it
was a nice
Sunday
pitch."
i M n
After losing the series
opener, 17-4,
to
the
Seahawks
Friday afternoon,
the
Diamond Dukes rebounded with
16 hits and recorded their first
victory of the season in Colonial
Athletic Association play.
Freshman shortstop Davis
Stonebumer had three RBI and
sophomore left fielder Skyler
Doom connected for his first
home run of the season as the
Diamond Dukes improved to
18-6 overall and 1-1 in the C A A
"These guys don't think
they're ever out of it," coach
Spanky McFarland said. "They
think they can win any game —
we're a dangerous club."
Cowgill's game-winning
home run, a line drive over
the center field fence, was
his third of the season. The
home run came after the
Diamond Dukes had blown
a 6 run lead by allowing 2
runs in the seventh and four

more in the eighth.
Freshman relief pitcher Ryan
Lobban Hided the bases in the
eighth inning with two outs.
McFarland replaced him and
brought in freshman right-hander Travis Kisser to stem the tide.
Kisser promptly gave up a grand
slam home run to UNC-W first
baseman Matt Sutton, that tied
the game at 12-12
"It's very concerning when
you blow a lead like that,"
McFarland said. "But if you can
still hang on and win it's good
news; at least not .ill is lost '
The Diamond Dukes had
lead 8-1 going into the fourth
inning on the strength of their
timely hitting and patience.
After the Seahawks had
taken a 1-0 lead in the lop of
the first inning, freshman center fielder Brandon Bowttf
drew a lead-off walk and
Cowgill singled him to second. UNC-W pitcher Thomas
Benton then gave up back-toback one out singles to sophomore third baseman Nate
Schill and Stonebumer, the latter of which plated both
Bowser and Cowgill to get
JMU on the board.
"We stay focused throughout the game," Doom said.
"That's the kind of team we are.
We never give up."
The Diamond Dukes
increased their lead in the third
inning, scoring 6 more runs to
chase Benton from the game.
lunior right fielder Mike
Butia legged out an infield single and Schill followed with a
base hit to center field.
CHRIS LABZDA/iourir r^logiaphrf

see JMV. page 14

—

JMU sweeps
Norfolk State
The Dukes were in action Saturday as
they defeated Norfolk State University, 7-0,
on the road to put themselves within one
game of .500 at 6-7 on the Mat
In singles action, the Dukes picked up
quick wins from senior Craig Anderson and
freshman Brian I 'lav in contrast to the four
other matches, all of which weie tight.
The closest match came from JMU sophomore John Sncad. who split the first two
sets, 6-3, 4-6, and then rallied to win a third

s.i Hebfwtej I2-H).
During doubles, Anderson and Clay rallied
back to defeat the NSU team of Kaumba
Sakavuyi and Vikto Dusek, 9-8.
The men continue their season Tuesday
when they play at home against Liberty
University. Came time is set for 2:30 p.m.
on the Hillside tennis courts.

—from staff reports

Sophomore second baseman Michael Cowgill's walk-off home run gave the
Diamond Dukes a 13-12 victory over UNC-W Saturday.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

OFF THE SPORTS WIRE

Eustachy's hiring draws undeserved criticism
BY MIKE HUOUENIN

The Orlando Sentinel
Richard Giannini, University of
Southern Mississippi Athletic
Director, has made the best basketball coaching hire of the off-season.
So why are so many people,
including Detroit Free-Press columnist Mitch Albom, on his case?
That's because Giannini hired
Larry Eustachy, who resigned in
disgrace from Iowa State University
last May after photos came to
light of F.ustachy holding a can
of beer while hugging and kissing coeds at a college party in
Columbia, Mo.
When Fustachy stepped down,
he admitted he was an alcoholic.

In the ensuing 11 months, he said
he has undergone treatment and
hasn't had a drink.
Apparently,
that's
not
enough for critics such as
Albom, who questioned
Giannini's decision on ESPN
and said Southern Miss made
a mistake hiring Eustachy
because of his past. One re.i
son for the criticism: Albom
wondered
how
Eustachy
would be able to recruit,
Siven his alcohol problem and
is perceived lack of character. Albom also brought up
some off-the-court problems
on past Eustachy teams.
Is he serious?
Oklahoma State Universitv

coach Fddie Sutton has admitted
hi Has had problems with alcohol, yet keeps winning. Utah
Jazz coach Jerry Sloan also has
admitted an alcohol problem.
F.ustachy resigned because
of personal weakness and
errors in judgment; he didn't
break the law or any National
Collegiate Athletic Association
rules. To sports fans, those are
bigger character issues than
being an alcoholic.
We \e Mid il UK' times before
and we'll say it another 10,000
times in the future: the majority oi
the players Eustachy needs to
recruit to build a winning program couldn't can.- less about his
alcoholism. They care more about

playing time, about being on teleI lajon, .ihout getting good enough
to play at the next level
If you don't think thai'i
the case, you're naive. Should
it be that way? Who knows —
but that's reality.
Another
reality
is
that
I uatachj is a good coach, He has
a career record of 260-145 in 13
seasons at the University of
Idaho. Utah State University and
Iowa State He has had one losing
season and has a\ eraged 20 victories per season. He has been
Hlg Ml I ontclciue C o,i, h of the
Year four times.
This is a guy who deserves
another chance Giannini has
given it to him, and it will pay off.

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

THE HOT CORNER

Off-season moves make for exciting season
Baseball fans are in luck. Despite
evidence to the contrary, there actual
ly are professional teams playing outside of Boston and New York this season. We only need to look as far as
tin.ago and Houston for proof of
this phenomenon
As the rest ot the world watches
in awe as the Yankees and the Red
Sox continue their arms race for
American I.eague East supremacy, a
potentially better OODipttfUor seem.
to be brewing in the National league
Central, courtaa} ot the e hicago
Cubs and the Houston Astros
Hours after the Yankees pulkxi off a
Ruthian trade with the Tex.i- RMMH11
acquire reigning Most Valuabk' Player
third baseman Alex Kodngne/. the
Cubs cashed in on tlieir pie* for DM
agent pitcher c Hag Maddux As if
Maddux's 16 consecutive seasons with
at leant 15 wins Marti enough, he ram-

joins a very talented rotation in Chicago
that also includes right handers, Mark
Prior and Kerry WxxL
The acquisition of Maddux, plus
the signing of first baseman Derek
Lee and the return of a healthy Corey
Patterson to patrol center field, has
the Cubs ready to get over that final
hurdle to their first World Series since
1948. If it wasn't for the Curse of the
Billy Goat, Las Vegas betters probably
would have already picked the Cubs
to reach the World Series.
1 his sentiment is not shared by
the Houston Astros and, as much as
Cub' fans have a feeling about this
one, the Houston faithful believe
it's their time now.
Despite losing left-handed closer
Billy Wagner to the Philadelphia
Phillies, the Astros have found a way to
solidify themselves as a threat to the rest
of the National league. Houston has

always lacked the playoff experience to
get them beyond the hrst round, but on
the morning of Dec. 11, the Astros
received
their
early Christmas
gift, in the form «*
ex-Yankees
ace
Andy Pertitte.
Suddenly,
Houston has a
new swagger in
its step. If nothing else, Pertitte
is the anti-Jeff
Kent, a winner
JAMES
both on the field
IRWIN
and in the clubhouse. His presence alone gives hope
to the 1-one Star State. As a Yankees
fan, I'm still crushed that my team
would ever let Pettitte get away. But,
more importantly for the Astros, the
pick up sends a message to the rest of

the NL Central that the new frontrunners will come out of Houston
Weeks after the Pertitte transaction,
my sadness turned to rage after Roger
i. banana hmught hlrmali out ol n-tuv
merit arul signed with Houston as well.
Since then, the shtvk has wom off (but
not the anger) and I have been looking
online for Astros' playoff tickets and
trying to find a flight down to Houston
in mid-October. The Astros are turning into the ttflkaaa; thev even have the
pinstriped uniforms to make it offu i.il
Because of this, sports fans are left
with what looks to be a great battle in
the National league. Houston finished the 2003 season a game behind
Chicago and, as a result of this winter,
these two comparable teams essentially bacanvJ even more balanced I
still say the Cubs have the division's
best rotation. But 'bis is only be

I want Clemens to lose 15 games and

I'm skeptical of both Houston's No. 4
pitcher Wade Miller and that hitter
Inendlv park in which the Astros
play Still, il the wind is blowing out
this \car at VVngle\ I iel.1 that tamed
Billy Goat Curse could resurface.
In the end, the Yankees and Red
Sox will have opening d,i\ rosters
combining to earn over S^Kt million
The thriv best shortstops in baseball
now play in two towns and the greatest rivalry in all of sports appears to
be taking it to the next level
While 1 think that the "arms race"
hype will live up to its billing, I still
don't believe this ra, e will be as tight as
the one in the National league Central.
I can't pick the winner of this one yet
but I can guarantee you that this will be
one fun season to watch

lonus Incin k a sopliomore SM^D
major. Hecurnnilh 's laontaj 1" an Andy
Pettitte 'Ihnwtni " VMM jersey.
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JMU: Diamond Dukes continue
winning in late innings vs. UNC-W

SOFTBALL

Dukes lose one, win one
in double header at UD

JMU, from page H

The Seahawks refused to go MCrifici My by Doom to
Stoneburner then picked up away how c\ IT, scoring four Increase the lead to 10-6.
his third RBI of the day times off red-shirt sophomon1
In too sixth. Doom connected
when his double scored pitcher Greg Nesbitt in the for a two-run home run off of
Butia to make it 3-1.
fourth inning and knocking Moore to make it 12-6.
JMU was far from fin- him out of the game to close
I ft .is trying to get on base
ished as red-shirt freshman within 3 runs.
and stay on It," Doom s.n>l I
catcher Dan Santobianco,
Freshman pitcher Bobbv just reacted to the pitch."
sophomore designated hitter Lasko was ushered into the
Ducc innings later, the
Mart Sluder and sophomore game and inherited runners on SI.IKC was set for Cowgill's
first baseman Matt Bristow first and third with only one out. heroics and another JMU
all connected for RBI singles
Lasko gave up an RBI single late inning victory.
Doom then reached base on to make the score 8-6, but then
"We've come from behind
an error, allowing Sluder to got Seahawks' third baseman quite a few times in the late
score, making it 7-1, JMU.
Jonathan Bans to hit into an innings," Cowgill said. "We ri
With one out and Jeff Moore inning-ending double play to the cardiac kids Hopefully
on the mound in relief of preserve the lead.
this continues into tomorrow
Benton, Cowgill rounded out
"He went in and shut and we can take the series two
the scoring with a single to score them down," McFarland out of three."
Bristow from second.
said. "I thought he did a pretThe late inning trend didn't
"Yesterday, they (UNC-W) ty good job; he was rolling continue, the Diamond Dukes
beat us up pretty good, but they along pretty good."
dropped the nibber match 8-7.
never slacked off," McFartand
The Diamond
Dukes
JMU resumes their season
said. That's in respect to our struck back in the bottom of Wednesday in Blacksburg
ability to come back, which we the inning on a pair of hits, when they face Virginia Tech
showed today."
a hit batsman, a walk and a at 3 p.m.

JMU split a doublehcad- Kelly Berkemeier reached
er
Saturday,
at
the on an error. But the rally
University of Delaware. fell short stranding George
JMU lost the first game, 2- and Berkemeier.
1, but rallied back to win
For the game, JMU left
the second by a final of 4-3. nine runners on base.
In the first game, the
Jaworski and George
Dukes' one run came on each had two hits and
junior first baseman Katie sophomore
right-hander
jaworski's double to right- Briana Carrera took loss
center field in the top of falling to 5-6 on the year.
the sixth inning.
In the second game,
It scored sophomore JMU won behind a comrightfielder Megan Smith plete game, four-hit perfrom second base. She had formance by junior rightreached on account of her hander Liz George.
double to center field.
The Dukes jumped out to
In the seventh inning. an early 2-0 lead by the secJMU made a bid for the win. ond inning thanks to an RBI
Freshman shortstop Katie double by Liz George and a
George singled and sopho- fielder's choice by Katie
more second
baseman George which scored junior

left fielder Natalie Burd.
Going into the third
inning, the Dukes were
trailing 3-2 after a Blue
Hen double and groundout
which
plated
all
of
Delaware's 3 runs in the
second inning.
JMU scored two more
runs in the third on a sac fly
by Smith and an RBI single
up the middle from Burd.
In the bottom of the seventh, UD would put runners on second and (hird,
but George induced a
ground-out and a line out
to end the game and give
her, and JMU, the win.
George improved to 5-7
on the season.
—from staff reports

UNIVERSITY OF RICHMOND
CAMPUS A CMVITIES BOARD PRESENTS

Study Abroad In
Beijing, China for
Summer 2004!!!

GUSTER

(Program Dates: June 14-July 13)

0

6 credit hours available in language and
social sciences

LIVE IN CONCERT
FRIDAY APRIL 23, 2004

0

Program led by JMU professor
Ping Wang of the college of business

University of Richmond

0

Contact:
Dr. Ping Wang
wangpx(5>jmn.edu
568-3055
http://cob.jmu.edu/wangpx/classes/Studvi
nChina03/China04.htm

ROBINS CENTER

new
Modlini

fice

7:00 PM

(all :■

qn< ampu

id.i du modlinarts

or w\
SEATING IS I IMHI D!

_

general
admission

.
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CLASSIFIEDS
R RENT

Si MMHC

Graduation Week - Messanutten.
v .. 7th. throuih May 14th.
Summrt/Gotd Crown. 2 bedroom. 2
bathroom. sleep* 6. Full kitchen,
deck, fireplace, jecurri tub Can
r,-RH4974*4
FonMH TowaJMnia • 1462 Devon
line 4 bedrooms available (or
2004-2005. females only. Call
97(650 3268
One 4/5 Bedroom Unit
Remaining!

RIMMS

*t im B».»( H

4 Bedroom hour located in Kill Denl
HHk.SoflhC«roliMiUR«i
Bodie ttUnd Kfaltv
Rindv vt'illiami
ajMBj aafj

Pet teat - 4 bedroom. 2 bath. (uH
basement house. $1,000. Call
4338S41.

4 Bedroom Condo Lease August
newty renovated Hunter s nidge
$210/beo. Males only Managed
by
owners.
Call
Julie
540-5 780745.

Pet Rent 4 bedroom. 2.5 bath.
large townhouse. $1,000. Call
4338541.

520 CoWcetto ttreet - Two level,
four bedroori house, each level
has washer/dryer, full bath
kitchen, yard, porch. $500/level or
$900/house Call 833-6401

5 minuie walk to campus
furnished
ethernet

Summer ftubleeee In Suncheae.
best oomplei m town. 1 fun room,
l full bath . $300 plus utilities.
Contact Lindsay. 442-5818
UrthrereMy Ceurt Tewaheaee - 5
bedroom. 3.5 bathe, waaher/dryer.
Call 433-2120.

House - Harrison Street, 3
bedroom. Available August 1st. Call
4332126.

WE HAVE
PROPERTY AT:

Naga Head • Student Summer
Rentals, visit s^eesonweree/iycom
tor picture* or call 252 255*328

2 Bedroom

DM you k»ow thai your

pirwu caw get

Furnished

Place a Cliwlicd AJ »\t
The Breeze'

$650/month

of The Hrrrzt!
Call today to start your

Rlner Rentals
438-8800

(all 568-6127 today!

WANTH*

MAIMOaM

Put- Si rravisr«<

For this summer. In Northern
Virginia area Responsibilities
include overseeing si» to eighi
community pooh, assisting the
management team in pool
operation and Khedullng. making
sure the lifeguard* have what
they need to run a clean and safe
facility Meeting with property
manager! to ensure their
community needs are being met.
Transportation and gas are
supplied by us

■each Photographer - Virginia
Baach. VA. Summer jobs and
internships available for fun,
outgoing students. Call 757 425
1412 or apply online at
www. sunraysatucko.com

2404201874
Looking For Mere Fleer Saeee?
Try a Tirnbernest bed toft for $175.
Contact Saundra Barrett at
6126617 or fiarrsttie^muedu

our

ON

me

0RBAT DEAL)

2 »*v«
I la i all i n A Owkyo
Receiver • Excellent condition,
$650.00. CaH 246-3064

Call 566-6127 for more
infonnadoa
1MB BMW 52Be $2400 Silver
paint, new tires, radio/cd,
speakers, battery Good condition.
needs from seat covers. 108 K
miles Cal 4330242

The Seuthweat Virginia Fertility
Center - Seeking women between
the ages of 21 and 33 who want to
help give the gift of life to a
childless couple. Our anonymous
egg donor program guarantees
complete confidentiality. To learn
more call us toll free at
1*86-362-4483

Seta-Large 1 place corwmporary.
black coffee and end tables
Excellent condition Moving, must
sell. $450 obo Call 433 3858.

Study • Compensation: 1 AMC
movie ticket, extra credit, chance
to win Some die ($300). $50 Gift
Card to Hechts. or $25 Gift Card to
Bath « Body Works. Vary easy To
start, go to hrtoy/ueerpajges umbc
stkt/~io*dsyl/pri?Kapt*/SmokmcB*
sefne.fttm.
or
e-mail
mtmgh30umbc.»du. or call
4334021145.

Waters**
King sire, great
condition, everything included CaH
Mike. 4354369.

$ ere rear Jees In NOVA
Paid
weekly,
apply
now
at
donnarrr0wssnmovtrtg.eom.

NOTICE

ADVERTISE IN
THE BREEZE
CLASSIFIED ADS!

Pit SeH •eaetee few Sale - 16
weeks old. have had first shots
and wormed Assorted colors, even
a Sputi McKemle dog. Call
540-434-6038 or 540-434-3151.

Boa Oeefctep Ciiapatei Like new,
Dimension 2350, 15' flat panel
screen. 30GB hard drive. Windows
XP. $700. Contact Matt. 568-7202
or purcVmfeVnu. eoV

SERVICES
$4SO Group FuaeMaar - Schedule*
bonua Fraternities, sororities.
student groups: 4 hours of your
group's ume plus our free (yea, free]
fundrarslng solutions equals $1,000
$2,000 m earnings for your group.
Call today for a $450 bonus when
you schedule your non-sales
fundraiser with CampuaFundralser.
Contact
CampusFundraiser.
18889233238.
or
visit
wwwcampusfunrJrsVser com

PERSONALS

ADVERTISE IN
THE BREEZE
CLASSIFIED ADST
S3.00 for the first 10 words

Part-time Summer Chlldcare
Needed - Person needed for 2
children (10 and 14) part-time.
Must have vehicle and eiceilent
driving record. $7.00 par hour,
needed at least 16 hours s week.
E mall chtkl_cate80hotnisil.com if
interested

$2.00 for each add'110 words

S3.00 for the first 10 words
$2.00 for eKhadd'l 10 words

Itta VW Beetle • Silver, great
condition. 5 speed. A/C, leather.
CO. 63,000 miles. $6,000. Call
2406761.

BlockadsaicSIO/inch

Sow accepting
credit cards!!
Visa or Master Card

is • Off from school for
the summer? Work with people
your own age. Local and long
distance moving. Ft Pt. $9$12/hour. Call 434-077 2706.
Apply
online
at

Cstliodsy
tm piste your si!

568-6127

A
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U
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BlockadsareSIO/inch

DoVOtV/tcnw

AW accepting

something to say?

credit cards!.'

Place an ad in
Ihe Breeze personals!

IMS Ckevretet Cevsfter • 98". 000
miles, new tires good condition.
Must sen by Junel $2,000 or best
offer. Call Lauren at 574-2338

Visa or Master Card

1000 Hende CMe OX Automatic,
air, 84.000 miles. $6,000. Call
280-7974

to place your ad!

Call today

Call 568-6127 or email
ffce_&reeae@>jniii.eriu
for more information!

N

40 Days

N

OUISADILUkS

All our burrltoi itart with cilanfro Urn* rict
and your cholci of black or pinto btunt (no
btant on fa]\t* lurrttot). topptd off with
your choice of talsa and chitti or sour crtam.

All QutttdlUai comt with ttdtt offnsh gu*c*moU.
loar ertam tni your choice of MIM

ChMM OiMuaWa
A burnt of wMM ctuaaar in* monumyjtek ckt—t
wM ftfh plco it ftlo

0OOBA SIONATUM BUejUTOS

TOP
REASONS
TO COME TO...

Skl/teHI
Plus more at Massanutten. $500
Good through September 2004

As seen at
(MU end UVA last year Check It
out at www ow/deus com/hmo/

Sheaaneoeh River Outfitters - Is
now rtmng for Summer Season for
school bus drivers able to lift 85
lbs, campground attendants, and
cookout cooks. Must be outgoing,
energetic and able to work
weekends). Full and pert time. Call
540743-4160.

IJat-SU-SMI

Ceeker Speelel fepplaa AHC
registered. Buff, red, spotted,
adorable varieties. Snots, wormed.
Make great In or outdoor pets.
$225. CaH 540234-8809

This oiler is good now through
April 24 and only apples to
advertising in the Tor Sale"
section Ads must be 20 words
or leas Offer applies to individual
uerat only Retail stores and
businesses do not qualify for this
special offei All ads are subject

DONT MB

Meney Wong Ontne lurvwym Earn
$10 $125 for surveys Earn $25
250 for focus groups. Visit
wwwcasAaafUdentsxorn/tvaaaa.

far/atlratarafionBml
•vptinj IM sWripsJaj aj |sjajaja|
kassseHCfVCftBaiOet, contact Or Bcttcrl
Bsjhsjj IM |aj

>our item sells
(whichever comes first)!

to Breeze approval

Uve and Won. on th* Outer Bat*.
Nags Head area, this summer. Now
hiring for all positions Please visit
www.mworlri.com for
more
information and an employment
aejCHK Mi n

Feel Far Away as* Be to Cease
Quietly convenient 1,2 bedroom
apartmenta. mature landscaping,
tots of trees, comfortable and
Quamt Be a pan of the e»penence.
Part. Apartments, off South Main
Street Call 5404J3 2621

"For Sale" ad for the
entire aemester or until

ApvhVssntn nsuat be a pool
oprreUrandbcMplMll

Please call Virginia Pool
Management, inc at
i-8fM-)76iios for an applkatlon
or visit our web-slte.
VAPOOLcom

For Rent at FoiMI ftebdMefcM - 4
privately owned townhomes
available for the 2004-2005 school
year For more information call Jay.
5404765156 or email at
wfro60ntcnteeJaof.com.

2-ee ■ansortlte luggage Set
• 1 large rolling check-thru and
matching carry-on duffle. $50.00.
Great for spring breakl Call
5683078

Only $15 to run your

WeoWe Center of VlrgMe Seeks
environmental Educator 12-month
position, running June 2004- May
2005 Applicants must have B S
in biology, education, or related
field. Visit -»*.mldt'fecenter org
for fob deacftption and application
information.

Main Street, Lease August.
$105 00 CaH 5405780510.

Den
2 Bath

I

Appbtairts musl he a pool operator
and he lifeguard certified.
Please call Virginia Pool
Management, Inc. at
i llfl-}76-2ios tor an applkatlon,
or vim out w:
VAPOOLcom

Call SAI4I27 for man irf^matka

Lease 6/1/04

$40 for third class mail
or SKO fnr lirsi class mail,
you can receive a full year

subscription!

Neei In lea** an apartment for
may or stMunrr WMIM?

V •

For avnmunrty pooh thn summer, rt
Swtrv^Wojrwami RnpornMrttH
Indude ovenee-no. a team of nve or
more afeouardi martarning a dean
eno safe envvonrncnt. nandlrhj
patrons' conterm and making
Khedussforthejuff.

Fireplace

a

tubocriptkm to
The Breeze?

Want lii uihtcsv >nur apartnml
for I IK HIIIUIH i '

Jen 2005 Large 11 ...
Shaded deck. $220 each, call
4332221
.. 0*18
.
J14618 Blue Marln Way on
canal). 3 BR/2 BA. May 7 to
September 7 $2100 mo*utilities
A/C. washer/dryer, furnished. 6
persons. Call 7485851 (w).
7046804 (h). or 804-384O820 (e>.

WASHP

1 te 2 Roommates Needed To
share 5 bedroom house: 360
Elizabeth Street. $200/month plus
utilities. Call as soon aa possible
Call 540421 7588

Hoeae For Meet. June 1. 2004. 4
bedrooms. 2 baths, large yard.
Sirage. LR. DR. screened porch.
WO/momh Cell 4332271 after
6p.m.

For Rent - Private Ethernet and
bathroom, $200. open now. single,
-afcm doeet. 1st floor. SoutrMew.
double bed
Contact Teddy.
5712121258. or ppgst2k9rsrioo.com

Unfa Tow****** - 5 bedroom, 3
bath, fii'mshed. •vaster and dryer.
Available July 1. $1.250/month.
Close to campus. Mountain View
Drive
Contact ioe Miller,
4336236.

323 W. Water - Nice quiet areaa.
three bedrooms, parking, yard.
W/D. smokers and pets welcome.
June 1. tor details call 870-9047.

Orlf m«l flu von you won't flu* «nywh«r«

«1M.

OrMM CbMwii 9M*W«a
Marinated anile* cMcfcea and fresh plco de eallo

«ll

-tit 10 order

Sleah QiMiadUU
Mtrtnmttd (filled eteal and plco de eallo tali*

■aWejM *—*• Swittt
%M
Marinated (tilled chicken with oar PoMaao Poero saaea of
roeeted poblano ptpptrt. cllantro. alaonda and »fn« autt
Chicken
Our Incredthl* J-Cheeee Qutio wrapped up with
marinated (tilled chicken or (teak

l»

TACOS
Soft flour or crupy corn torttlleui. (tilled taeate or
ve(etahle«. letrace.

MIM

and lour cream or cheeM
1 tato
3 taaa
IM
«.*»

CWckett or Oroand Slrlol»

Steal:
1.71

Steak or Shredded Beef
Otilled Veoatae

Check** M«U •arrtt*

Vaaewtian

Iff
1Jf

%M
4J»

IM

44*

Marinated (tilled chicken topped with oar rich and

TACO SALADS

ili(htl> epley Mold Mace (pronounced 'awh-laji*)

MEXICAN GRILL

Chicken

Crispy flour tortilla bowl Mied with shredded romalnc. black
been cor* seise, ptcanf reach draeetttf and soar creata
Chicken or Oroand Sirloin
U»
Steak or Shredded Beef
.
.
i.T»
GfflledWseadea
4J»
Vefetartan
4a*
trwMtMtamllehewt)

ra|Ha RaadMra aWrlta
Grilled chicken or sttak. red onloni and hell
pepperi. tarved with our ittxy kanchera Mace

1 mist

(no bunt)

%.n
4-tt

Marinated (rilled lacchim. tcalllone, eaaplent
and eweet rod pepperi with tic* and keani

1 O Nothing 11 frozen AH menu items
-^
are prap.iried daily.

Marinated haef slow-roasted la tender perfection
with our own blend of tradltloaal seesonfn(s

b FAST

Made to order, right in front
of your eyes; with speed
and accuracy

Fvrf
w
(

Check out the warm ambiance.
while enjoying high quality
authentic Mexican Food.

■UMITOS

FREE

Made to amterjast how >ou like II. with onl> the finest,
freehest laaredlents

REGULAR DRINK

CMchea taattaa
4.W
Tender chicken marinated an oar special adobe splcee
end (rilled fresh

with any entree purchase
when you show your srurient ID.

fMsaBarrM*
■
lea* beef marinated In oar special adebo spices end
(rilled fresh

MEXICAN GRIll
^^^l^liMHrW.

„—. ,■-. , *, i
ntrame Qaatm.tar^amradamakma^'a'OaUmtaamm

4.W
Lean (round sirloin Masoned with authentic
Mexican spices

FREE

V*(*tarlasi »«rtta
A cllantro lime rice. (uacemoM and be** barrlto100% voflartan

I

SMALL CHIPS 4 SALSA

1TrYlCAN0Rlu

PaNta Cleeska larrNej
Grilled chicken or steal sweet red onions
end bell peppers (no beensj

SV0-S6V-151S
Z23 BURGESS ROAH MRRlSOIfBtflW VI

Prefer forks to fln(ers? Order any ebove burrlto itnad t*
a bowl with an optional tortilla a* the side.

SOtflVM CP.DSSiNC 5801'.

Mon. - Sat. 11 a.m. -10 p.m. Sun. 12-9 p.m.

We cater for parties, met •. igs, etc. Call lor details
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KM^adfor the
Bfc
our item sells!
The Of fie* of International Program*
& The Muslim Student Association
present Islam Week!

Tue«ky, March 30
4 pjn., Taylor 404

The Muslim Experience

Tonight!
Monday. March 29
7 p.m., Showker G5

JMU Student Panel

Islamic Economics

Women in Islam

Wedneaday. March M
4 p.m., Taylot 405
JMU Student Panel

Dr. Ehsan Ahmed ck
Mr. Waleed El Aniary

Thursday, April I
7pjo.,CS159,ISATBldf

>All evrnti an Paif port Evcntl<
wwwjmu.edu/lslairoveek
Illuminating l«bm:
■ guide to better undemanding

Sufism:
[The Mystical & Spiritual Tradition
of Islam
Mr. Fuad S. Naeem

^prijesoniy
to for Sale" section. J?
r
cfe or less. Offer not valid to businesses

T ^^|aoj^fbfir»ation call...

MARKET ONE HAS JUST
THE THINC TO SATISFY
YOU ON THESE WARM
SPRING DAYS...

SMOOTHIES!
NOW AVAILABLE AT
MARKET ONE JAVA CITY!
YOUR FAVORITE FRUIT,
ORANCE, & COFFEE BLENDS

Mister Chips has gone Low Carb!^
Come in today to see our new
products! We now have an
assortment of Atkins-approved bars
and shakes, low carb chips and
snacks, as well as organic soups and

Pirate's Booty!
Also at Chips - just in time for spring Easter candy, sunblock, disposable
cameras, and sunglasses all ready to help
you welcome the warm weather.

If you use your Dining Dollars consistently,
here's where your balance should be at the
end of this week (April 2 )...

19 Plan -s39
14 Plan -$70
11 Plan - $117
3 Plan - $39

Remember: Use Then sr Lose Them!

